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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION-(REBID) 

A. PURPOSE 

The Pender County Planning & Community Development Department (Pender County) 

issues the following re-bid and seeks to establish a contract with an experienced 

contractor, or contractors, to provide Channel Dredging & Sediment Removal Services in 

the Northeast Cape Fear River adjacent to Ruddy Duck Lane, Turtle Hill Trail, and 

Mallard Roost Drive near Burgaw, NC. The primary responsibility of the Contractor will 

be to remove an identified accumulation of sediment from the bottom of the Northeast 

Cape Fear River in a section of river channel approximately 1500 linear feet (LF) long. 

The channel alignment is shown in the project Plans & Specifications on Sheets 1 and 

Sheet 2. The estimated volume of dredge spoil material to be removed from the river 

channel is approximately 9,000 to 10,000 cubic yards (CYS). The sediment material 

comprising the dredge spoil is a tan fine-sand generally classified as an (SP) per the 

Unified Soil Classification System. This sandy material’s composition and depth profile 

was confirmed through collection of core samples advanced at station locations (STA) in 

the river in the proposed dredge corridor. Some deviation in the composition of the 

material may be encountered when dredging is commenced, however the field 

evaluation concluded the material is mostly homogenous as described above. 

The Contractor will be responsible for excavating/removing, transporting, off-loading, 

and delivery of dredge spoils to their final deposition. The County has identified two 

potential upland disposal/containment areas for the convenience of the Contractor to 

use at their discretion. These sites are under regulatory review and the County is 

awaiting issuance of permits from the NC Division of Coastal Management and the US 

Army Corps of Engineers. The Contractor may use either site, but the County prefers the 

one that may result in a cost savings, OR the Contractor has the option to locate and 

permit their own upland disposal area(s). The County will allow this option assuming the 

disposal location meets all regulatory suitability criteria, and all other State/Federal 

regulatory permitting requirements, and results in a cost savings to the County.  

Regardless of the permitted upland disposal area used, the Contractor shall be required 

to dewater the dredge spoil material prior to transporting over any State or Federal to 

the Disposal Area. Dredge material or waters incorporated in the dredge material matrix 

must be contained at all times and not allowed to re-enter the Northeast Cape Fear 

River unless the material is sufficiently filtered and all silt/clay size particulate matter is 

removed. Disposal areas used for final disposition of the dredge spoils must also be 

contained temporarily with adequate sedimentation and erosion control measures (silt 

fencing, berms, etc.), and filtering systems to manage dredge waters until the dredge 

material dries and solidifies in the dike system. This requirement for dredge water 

management will be in effect and shall be maintained until such time a permanent 
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groundcover is established on the outside side slopes of the earthen-diked disposal area 

and across the full crest of the dredge pile.  

Proposed work for this project is detailed in the Plans & Specifications and in this RFP-

Rebid. The details identified in the RFP are binding and must be adhered to by the 

Contractor just as the Plans & Specifications (Sheets 1 through 10).  All work to dredge 

and dispose of the spoil material will be conducted under the supervision of the project 

sponsor, who is the Pender County Planning & Community Development Department 

and their designated Construction Field Representatives (CFRs). The general purpose of 

the proposed work is to restore a section of the inland waterway in such a manner that 

returns the channel to a navigable condition. Sediment accumulation in the river in this 

designated location of the river will be removed to restore a 40LF Wide X 1500LF Long 

to a -7.5 ft. depth MLW. This work should result in an operating channel located in the 

central portion of the river that enables marine passage. Presently, this 1500 LF section 

of the river is more than >75% blocked, and allows only small marine vessels that 

typically draft less than 1.0ft below water surface. The proposed work in these Plans & 

Specifications will be performed in regulated Federal and State waters and entails 

removal of submerged public trust bottom. Work must be performed cautiously and 

with due respect the sensitive environmental conditions that are present in the river 

system. All proposed work performed by the Contractor shall comply with all 

Federal/State and local permit conditions, including but not limited to those 

authorizations issued by the NC Division of Coastal Management (CAMA), the United 

States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and NC Department of Water Quality 

(NCDWQ).  According to USDA field inspection reports issued in 2019, the USDA 

determined that sediment deposition in this section of the Northeast Cape Fear River 

was a result of Hurricane Florence in September of 2018. The project is described in the 

DSR-494/Site 1 USDA site inspection report.   

The proposed work in this RFP is sponsored in part by a USDA/NRCS in a grant identified 

as Contract 37-07-18-5038. The project will be performed under the provisions of the 

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Natural Resources & Conservation 

Service (NRCS) Emergency Watershed Protection Program (EWP). The EWP grant 

enables the County to perform the proposed work in an effort to reduce an imminent 

threat or potential for loss of affected properties, or loss of life within Pender County. 

The services described in this Request for Proposal (RFP) may be expanded, modified, or 

altered by the County in order to accomplish the USDA emergency watershed 

protection contract requirements, goals, and objectives defined in the EWP grant. Any 

contract issued by the County as a result of this RFP will be a “contract of convenience” 

administered for the sole benefit of Pender County. The County may at anytime modify, 

add, or delete the scope or work and/or schedule to meet the grant requirements. The 

County may also select one or more contractors to perform tasks specified in this RFP 
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and may distribute the workload among contractors as they deem to be in the best 

interest of the County.  

The proposed sediment removal, dredging, and disposal work is described below in 

greater detail. In addition, Plans & Specifications have also been prepared that are 

integral to this RFP-Rebid and should be relied upon by interested Contractor to prepare 

bid responses for this this project. The project description follows: 

Work Task:  Sediment Removal, Dredging & Disposal 

This task covers proposed repairs for dredging, sediment removal and disposition of 

sediment in a permitted disposal/containment area in the County. The project site is 

described in a USDA Disaster Survey Report (DSR) and discussed in more detail below, 

and in Section 3-Scope of Work of this RFP.  The proposed site addressed by this RFP is  

identified as follows: 

Site 1-DSR-5038-494/Site 1-Northeast Cape Fear River- Burgaw, NC 

Narrative/Overview 

Pender County received recovery funding after Hurricane Florence from the United 

States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)/Natural Resources Conservation Services 

(NRCS) Emergency Watershed Protection (EWP) Program. The funding was provided to 

perform streambank and channel restoration at locations identified throughout the 

County that determined by USDA to be severely eroded and/or damaged as a result of 

high flood waters during Hurricane Florence in 2018. One project identified by 

USDA/NRCS was DSR_494/Site 1 which involves removal of approximately 9000 to 

10,000 Cubic Yards (CYS) of fluvial sands transported through the watershed and  

deposited in the Northeast Cape Fear River in various locations. This particular project 

(DSR-494/Site) was identified for restoration by the USDA/NRCS inspection team  in the 

aftermath of Hurricane Florence. The North Carolina Department of Agriculture’s 

Division of Soil and Water has also contributed matching funds to this project. 

 

Project Site and Location 

Pender County has been tasked with implementing this project and in doing so, retained 

Ardurra Group of NC (Ardurra) to provide engineering and technical assistance. Plans & 

Specifications were prepared and include details for proposed removal of approximately 

9,000 to 10,000 cubic yards (CYS) of sediment from the Northeast Cape Fear River. The 

proposed dredge alignment is situated adjacent to Ruddy Duck Lane, Mallard Roost 

Drive, and Turtle Hill Trail near Burgaw, NC. The approximate starting point of the 

project is 34.660300/ -77.909553, and approximate end point at 34.658573/ -

77.905017. The objective of the proposed project is to remove a section of sand 

accumulation deposited in the river channel resulting from Hurricane Florence in 2018. 

A final dredged channel approximately 40 LF wide X 1500 LF long will be created from 

the work performed by the Contractor. USDA identified several reaches encompassing 
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over 14,000 linear feet (LF) in the Northeast Cape Fear River system where sediment 

accumulation occurred and is causing obstruction to river navigation. This results in a 

public hazard, and therefore, DSR-494/Site 1 was selected from the USDA’s list of 

candidate sites since a number of residences are located adjacent to the river in this 

location, and there is a high volume of recreation and commercial boaters using this 

thoroughfare in this stretch of the river. Access to this location to enable the dredging 

work to be performed was also determined to be more conducive than other sites 

evaluated in the river system.   

 

Proposed Scope of Work 

The proposed scope work involves performing sediment removal/dredging from a + 

1,500 LF section of river bottom located in the Northeast Cape Fear River. The objective 

is to restore the impeded channel depth to a navigable elevation of -7.5 ft. below mean 

low water (MLW) with a resulting 40.0 ft wide channel width. The proposed lay-out of 

the dredge alignment and channel width has been marked by the County in the river 

using 10 ft, high, white 1.5” diameter range poles, and orange flagging set at given 

coordinates on the north and south edges of the channel. The location of the range 

poles and project station locations (STA) are indicated in cross sections found in the 

Plans & Specifications. The range markers were set in March of 2022 and may not be in 

their original locations to date. They may have been altered by vandalism or changing 

river flow conditions. The approximate starting point and ending point coordinates for 

the proposed channel dredging work is indicated above. The length of the proposed 

channel maintenance operation is 1500 LF and includes a maximum width of 40.0 ft. 

wide. The depth of dredging is proposed to no more than -7.5 ft. below MLW. The 

thickness of the sediment cut in the existing channel is expected to range from 1.0 ft to 

5.5 ft depending on location. See Plans & Specifications for cross-sections and estimated 

width and depth of sediment cut. The width of the river along this 1500 LF location 

typically ranges from approximately 90.0 ft. wide to 140.0 ft. wide.  The proposed 

dredged channel will be formed approximately in the center of the river, but meanders 

slightly as shown in the Plans. A maximum of 9000 to 10,000 CYs of sediment is 

proposed for removal.  

 

The following description of work scope and methods for removing the sediment is a 

likely scenario for how the work may be performed, but does not require the Contractor 

to use the exact methods or equipment described herein as a requirement for executing 

this project. The Contractor may develop their own dredging method and plan to 

perform the work, so long as the net result is removal of no more than 10,000 CYS of 

sediment from the area defined in the Plans & Specifications. In addition, all work must 

be performed within the construction limits and boundaries (and depths) identified in 

this RFP and the Plans & Specifications. All work proposed by the contractor must 

comply with all Federal/State and Local regulations for operating over open water, 

dredging, handling sediment, transporting sediment, staging/off-loading sediment, 
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dewatering sediment, and all operations associated with building/operating the disposal 

area, and closing the disposal area.   

 

Sediment removal may be performed using a barge-based excavator which will serve as 

the platform for performing sediment removal. Equipment is not anticipated to actually 

enter into the river to facilitate the dredging operation. The Contractor is not restricted 

to performing sediment removal using an excavator or the methods described below, 

and may use other approved methods. If the Contractor deviates from this described 

method, they should submit such details along with the bid response. Sediment removal 

methods could include, but is not limited to the following: excavators, barges, hydraulic 

dredging, suction dredging, mechanical dredging, or other approved methods. In the 

Contractor’s Bid Response, the contractor shall provide a written narrative describing 

the general method of how they intend to perform the sediment removal operation; 

the anticipated equipment and roles, how they will contain and temporarily store the 

sediment, how the sediment will be dewatered, how sediment will be transported 

over water, how sediment will be off-loaded at a staging area, and how sediment will 

be transported to the disposal site for final disposition. See page 12 of 76 in this RFP 

for instructions to the Contractor for proposing an alternate work method that is 

different than the methods detailed in this RFP. 

 

If Alternate disposal/containment sites are proposed by the Contractor they will be 

subject to, and not limited to the following requirements: located outside of the 100-

year floodplain, must be void of USACE Section 404 wetlands; must be able to operate 

under permits including but not limited to: USACE-RGP 291, CAMA Major Permit, 

NCDEQ 401 Certification, and; work scope must be performed within the USDA 

prescribed time deadline for the grant Performance Period and can not result in time 

delays to the grant schedule. 

 

Dredge Material/Anticipated Methods and Limits of Dredging   

Dredging will be restricted to removal of only fluvial sands deposited on the river 

bottom identified as a tan fine grained SAND (SP) per the Unified Soil Classification 

System. Dredging may only be undertaken within the boundaries identified in the Plans 

& Specification and in the specific locations illustrated in cross-sections shown in the 

Project Plans & Specifications. “Over-dredging” to attain depths any deeper than 

illustrated in the project drawings (>-7.5 ft), or any wider than the proposed 40 ft. wide 

channel boundary, or longer than the 1500 LF length will not be permitted for any 

reason. For any volume of over-dredged material determined to have occurred, the 

County or its CFR, will not authorize payment to the Contractor for compensation 

associated with over-dredging operations. No native organic bottom shall be dredged 

during this project. No foreign debris shall be comingled with dredge disposal for any 

reason. This includes but is nit limited to: rock, gravel, block, concrete, inert or other 

dense solid materials, organic matter and debris, large wood debris/waste, metal, or any 

other foreign materials.  If any of these materials are encountered, they shall not be 
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mixed with the sandy dredge spoil or removed offsite without Pender County 

authorization and approval of the method and costs. No foreign matter or debris shall 

be comingled or disposed with the tan sandy dredge material in the permitted Disposal 

Area. No material other than tan fine sand shall be handled or transported to the 

approved Staging and Disposal Area. Vegetative debris if encountered, shall be removed 

in accordance with the Alternate Bid Item in the Attachment B: Bid Schedule. 

 

The dredging operation may necessitate using a second barge, or even several barges 

positioned adjacent to the excavator barge and equipped with storage containment to 

contain and manage the dredge material for transport to an approved staging area.  

Containment may include perforated or non-perforated roll-off boxes, or other systems 

to contain and dewater the excavated spoils prior to offloading. Metal roll-off boxes will 

likely require fashioning with perforations and mesh filters to allow adequate 

dewatering and decanting of water and sediment prior to offloading at a staging area. 

Filled roll-off boxes or containers with sediment may be offloaded at the staging area 

onto standard flatbed trailers or by other methods of transport to an approved disposal 

area. This process should be defined by the Contractor in their narrative providing 

details of the staging, handling, dewatering, and transport of sediment to final 

disposition.  

 

A Turbidity Curtain/Silt Curtain must be installed to enclose the active dredging area 

during dredging operations to reduce turbidity in the river. Turbidity testing must be 

performed continuously upstream and downstream of the dredging operation and a 

Daily Log of recorded turbidity measurements (NTUs) shall be maintained throughout 

the project. Testing every hour on the hour shall be performed upon commencement of 

dredging and shall continue until such time as Pender County notifies the Contractor 

that testing may cease. A Weekly Summary of Turbidity test results shall be provided to 

the County or its CFR by Friday of every week during operations.  

 

Staging Area 

Barges may be used to convey the contained dredge material from the location of its 

origin where it is excavated from the river to an approved Staging Area. Pender County 

has identified two potential land based Staging Areas that the Contractor may use for 

their benefit to offload and handle decanted dredge material prior to transport to an 

approved disposal site. The contactor is not required to use these identified and 

permitted staging areas and may provide their own sites. Any site proposed by the 

Contractor will be required to meet the following within the prescribed time period for 

performing this project under the USDA grant. Alternate methods proposed by the 

Contractor for dredging, Staging Areas, and Disposal Areas are subject to, and not 

limited to the following: located outside of  USACE Section 404 wetlands, and must be 

able to operate under permits including: USACE-RGP 291, CAMA Major Permit, NCDEQ 

401 Certification, and any other regulatory requirements.  
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The two potential staging locations that may be used by the Contractor are identified in 

the Plans & Specifications (Sheet 8) and also identified below: 

 

1. Potential Staging Area No. 1-Pender Co. Site at Croomsbridge  

Parcel No. 3332-88-7049-0000 

0.83 Acre parcel 

2. Potential Staging Area No. 2-Blizzard Sites at Croomsbridge  

Parcel A-No. 3332-97-1954-0000; Parcel 1.46 Acre  

Parcel B-No. 3332-97-0838-0000; Parcel B-0.38 Acres 

 

Contractors are not required to use either of the above potential staging areas. These 

sites are approved by Pender County and were included in permitting request under the 

CAMA Major Permit, and US Army Corps Permit No. RGP 291. These sites are offered for 

the convenience of Contractors to use. Contractors may identify and propose their own 

staging areas adjacent to the Northeast Cape Fear River, if desired. Approval of any 

alternate staging areas may require the following: 

  

(1) A Hold Harmless Agreement and Right of Entry executed by the property owner(s) 

must be provided  

(2) Proof that no jurisdictional wetlands regulated under the USACE Section 404 are 

present (provide a wetlands determination) 

(3) Proof that no significant source of Cultural Resources exist at the site (SHPO 

Determination) 

(4) A Restoration Plan for restoring the site by to pre-existing condition 

(5) Proof that the 100-year floodplain will not be filled or altered by staging operations   

(6) US Army Corps Permit RGP 291 

(7) NCDEQ 401 Water Quality Certification 

(8) Staging Area Plan-the plan must contain a dimension of the staging area; details for 

use of the Staging Area; construction and management of the Staging Area; 

dewatering plans, if any; details of Staging Area operation; proposed temporary 

erosion control measures; proposed permanent erosion control measures; and plans 

for closure of the diked Disposal Area. 

 

Transportation of Sediment to Disposal Areas 

Filled and decanted roll-off boxes may be used for drying and decanting dredge material 

prior to transporting to an upland approved disposal area. When dredge material is 

transported over NCDOT highways by transport trucks or in other containers, or by 

other means or methods, the Contractor must not allow the release any water, or 

decanted fluid to be released from the storage containers onto public roads during 

transportation. It is anticipated that transportation to either of the upland Disposal 

Areas will be performed either by: (1) trailers that will accommodate roll-off boxes (2) 

loaded into quad axle or dual axle trucks (3) other method of storage/containerization 

and transport. 
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 Disposal Area 

There are two Disposal Areas available for Contractor use which are under permit 

review by CAMA, USACE, and Pender County. These sites are anticipated to be 

permitted prior to project commencement. The Contractor is not required to use these 

two sites and can identify their own site. Any alternate disposal areas selected by the 

Contractor as an alternate disposal site must not result in delay of the project toward 

meeting the mandatory January 27, 2023 project completion deadline.  Any site 

proposed by the Contractor will be required to meet all prescribed time periods for 

performing this project under the USDA grant. Alternate sites selected by the Contractor 

proposed by the Contractor for containment/disposal of dredge spoils are subject to, 

and not limited to the following: must be located outside of the 100-year floodplain, 

must be devoid of USACE Section 404 wetlands, and must be able to operate under 

permits including: USACE-RGP 291, CAMA Major Permit, NCDEQ 401 Certification, and 

other requirements.  

 

The two potential Disposal Areas that may be used by the Contractor identified in the 

Plans & Specifications (Sheet 9) and are also identified below: 

 

1. Potential Disposal Area No. 1-Shaw Hwy Mine  

4324 Shaw Hwy, Rocky Point, NC 

Parcel No. 3257-88-8047-0000 

Total Acres; 104.06 Acres  

2. Potential Disposal Area No. 2-Worth King Tract 

5883 Croomsbridge Rd, Burgaw, NC 

Parcel No. 3341-99-2364-000L 

Total Acres: 147.01 Acres  

 

Contractors are not required to use either of the above potential Staging Areas. These 

sites were included in permitting request under the CAMA Major Permit, and US Army 

Corps Permit No. RGP 291. These sites are offered for the convenience of Contractors to 

use if they deem it advantageous. Contractors have the latitude to identify and propose 

their own disposal areas, if that is more advantageous to their bid. Approval of any 

alternate staging areas tentatively identified by the Contractor for use, require all of the 

following: 

  

(1) A Hold Harmless Agreement and Right of Entry executed by the property owner(s) 

must be provided  

(2) Proof that no jurisdictional USACE 404 wetlands are present (provide a wetlands 

determination) 

(3) Proof that no significant source of Cultural Resources exist on the site (SHPO 

Determination and Approval Letter) 

(4) A general Restoration Plan for restoring the site by to pre-existing condition 
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(5) Proof that the 100-year floodplain will not be filled or altered by staging operations   

(6) US Army Corps Permit RGP 291 

(7) NCDEQ 401 Water Quality Certification 

(8) A Disposal Area Plan-the plan must contain a dimension of the containment area, 

details for the containment berm (dike); details for construction and management of 

the Disposal Area; dewatering plans; cross sections and volume of the diked area; 

details of disposal area operation; proposed temporary erosion control measures; 

proposed permanent erosion control measures; and plans for closure of the diked 

Disposal Area. 

(9) An NCDEQ approved Sedimentation and Erosion Control Plan, if more than one 

contiguous acre is disturbed (NC Sedimentation & Erosion Control Law) 

 

Roll-off boxes or other types of container systems may be used to contain the sediment 

for to transport to either upland dedicated disposal area. The upland disposal areas 

selected for disposal were due to their availability for this project. Initial site evaluations 

imply the proposed disposal areas are located outside of the 100-year Flood Plain. The 

upland sites also are devoid of species of wetland-type vegetation, hydric soils, or 

hydraulic connection to navigable waters or jurisdictional watercourses. The upland 

disposal sites are shown in Plan Sheet 9 in the Plans & Specifications. 

 

Determination of Pre-Dredge Channel Depths 

Pre-dredge channel depth measurements were collected on March 3, 2022, in the 

Northeast Cape Fear River proximal to the proposed 1500 LF dredge-corridor. The river 

width ranges from crest to crest ranges from approximately 90 ft. wide to 120 ft. wide. 

Transects were run in six locations across the width of the river along the 1500 LF 

dredge corridor. Typically, a water depth of approximately 2.56 feet was found across 

most measured transect locations where the sandbar is prominent. Station locations 

and profiles were developed by Ardurra to illustrate locations needing sediment 

removal and the anticipated depths of cut to restore a 40 ft. wide channel to an average 

-7.5 ft depth. Plans & Specifications (Sheets 3 through 7) should be referenced for these 

bottom profiles. The proposed project will remove a sandbar that is currently blocking 

the pre-existing channel and limiting navigation through the river. The sand deposition 

impedes navigation and jeopardizes public safety. Measurements were collected 

upstream and downstream of the proposed 1500 LF dredge alignment to determining 

the “natural channel” depth of the river system in this location. Measurements 

upstream and downstream indicate the natural channel depth at approximately -7.5ft 

below mean low water, and in some areas slightly deeper.  

 

Hydrographs from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) were also referenced to 

assist in stream gauging and determining base flow conditions in the river. A nearby 

USGS gage station is located at 34.598333 N/-77.875278 W. The station is referenced as 

BGWN7 “Gage 0” Datum and is at an elevation of -0.97 ft. The Datum used is NAVD88. 
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On the day of measurements (March 3, 2022) the tidal fluctuation and river elevation 

ranged from 2.73 ft. to 1.8 ft. Flood stage is considered 10.ft. according to USGS/NOAA.   

 

The Contractor should perform their own survey, hydrographic evaluation, or field 

assessment as they deem needed to confirm the river bottom conditions and elevations 

detailed in this RFP. The Contractor’s pre-dredging assessment will also determine and 

confirm baseline conditions prior to commencement of dredging. 

 

Project Schedule 

All water-based work associated with this project (sediment/dredging) must be 

completed in its entirety by January 27, 2023, without exception. Regulatory 

conditions cited in the NC Division of Coastal Management CAMA Major Permit impose 

a dredging moratorium beginning on February 1, 2023. Therefore, the January 27, 2023 

completion deadline schedule can’t be exceeded or extended for any reason. The 

contractor must provide a proposed Project Schedule along with their bid response 

showing the project milestones and demonstrating that the January 27, 2023 schedule 

can be met. 

 

Contractor Proposed Work Scope To Deviate From RFP and Plan & Specifications 

If the contractor proposes to implement a work scope/methodology that deviates in any 

way from any of the methods described in this RFP and Plans & Specifications, the 

Contractor must submit a Dredging Plan and narrative along with their bid to Pender 

County. The Dredge Plan must detail how the Contactor proposes to deviate from these 

Plans and how the sediment removal operations will be performed. The Dredge Plan 

shall include the following, at a minimum:  

 

(1) Method and details of how excavation or removal of sediment (hydraulic dredging, 

mechanical excavation, suction dredging, etc) will be performed. Provide a sufficient 

narrative describing the proposed method, process, and all aspects of how sediment 

will be removed, handled, transported to staging areas, dewatered, and placed into 

an area designated for final disposition. 

(2) Identify all equipment that will be utilized in the dredging and disposition operation 

and their anticipated purpose or use. 

(3) Describe how the contractor will measure and track the volume of dry manageable 

sediment generated for placement into the designated disposal areas for final 

disposition and stabilization. 

(4) Describe how the material will be managed and handled in the Staging Area to 

prepare for transportation to the designated disposal areas. 

(5) Describe how the saturated sediment/water matrix will be dewatered to assure that 

no decant will be discharged from the material during transport over NCDOT roads 

to designated disposal areas. 

(6) Describe how the contractor will survey the excavated channel alignment to assure 

that the cut does not exceed the proposed channel geometry specified as 40 LF X 
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1500 LF X -7.5 FT (maximum).  Describe how will this volume will be measured and 

quantified for payment purposes? 

(7) Provide any other details that are pertinent to the Contractor performing the 

proposed workscope that are not specified in 1 through 6 above. 

(8) Address regulatory permits than may be needed above and beyond those already 

acquired by Pender County, and potential time delays caused by the permitting need    

(9) Surveying for Measurement and Payment-surveying by a RLS of the dike disposal 

initial pre-dredge elevation must be performed prior to filling with dredge spoils. 

Incremental elevation surveys and a Final Survey must be performed to verify the 

volume of dredge material removed; payment will be made by the County based on 

the unit rate price approved in the Bid Schedule and for the approved volume 

indicated in the Contract and Task Order.   

 

Measurement and Payment for Dredging 

Measurement and payment will be made as follows regardless of the Disposal and 

Staging Area used by the Contractor. Surveying for Measurement and Payment shall be 

performed by an NC RLS for elevations and topographic surveys performed in the 

1500LF L X 40 LF W dredge alignment in the river, or for the dike disposal used for 

dredge disposal. An initial pre-dredge elevation topographic survey must be performed 

for the bottom and sides of the Disposal Area prior to any filling with any dredge spoils. 

A open cell volume calculation shall be performed to determine the available volume of 

diked Disposal Area. Incremental elevation surveys shall be performed for progress 

payments and submitted with pay request as the dredge impoundment is being filled. A 

Final Survey must be performed by the RLS to verify the volume of dredge material 

removed from the dredge alignment and placed in the diked disposal area. Payment will 

be made by the County based on the unit rate price approved in the Bid Schedule and 

verified by an RLS survey for the approved volume of dredge material indicated in the 

Contract and Task Order. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

This RFP has been advertised via one or more public procurement websites, including 

the North Carolina Interactive Purchasing System (IPS), and the Pender County Website.  

This procurement is open and competitive for public bidding by all interested qualified 

firms. To find the details of the RFP on the Pender County Government website, go to: 

(www.pendercountync.gov ). Select Open RFPs and Bids from the ribbon on the top of 

the webpage, and then select the RFP for “Emergency Watershed Protection- Sediment 

Removal forDSR-494/Site 1-Northeast Cape Fear River”. 

To find this RFP on the North Carolina Interactive Purchasing System (IPS), go to: 

www.ips.state.us and search by category, department, open bids, or by bid number.    

When responding to this RFP, please follow all instructions carefully and exactly as 

directed. Bidders must not to modify or deviate the format, quantity, or content of the 
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Bid Schedule in any way.  Any modification including notations, deletions or additions to 

the Bid Schedule may result in rejection of the contractor’s bid.  Please submit bids 

according to the outline specified in Section 2.C Proposal Format Requirements Also, 

interested bidders should submit documents according to the instructions contained in 

Section 2.B, Proposal Submission Requirements, and elsewhere in this RFP. Failure to 

follow these instructions specifically as instructed, may result in the contractor’s bid 

being considered as non-responsive or non-conforming and shall be eliminated from 

consideration. Please do not provide brochures, advertising, or any other un-required 

attachments or promotional materials in addition to the required bid information 

specified. 

Negligence or error on the part of any offeror in preparing its proposal confers no right 

of withdrawal or modification of their bid after the designated submittal deadline.  

Failure to return the required documents and information specified in this RFP may 

result in a determination that the proposal is non-responsive. All costs associated with 

preparing a proposal, including any mailing costs, publishing cost, etc. will not be 

reimbursed by the County. 

All questions pertaining to this RFP must be submitted in writing no later than 

Wednesday, October 12th, 2022 by 8:00 AM. Only written questions will be considered 

as formal. Any questions the County determines are pertinent to all bidders, will be 

published in a public forum as part of the RFP. Fax or emailed questions will be treated 

as written questions. All questions or inquiries concerning this RFP should be directed 

to: 

 Daniel Adams, CFM- Floodplain Administrator 

 Pender County Planning and Community Development Department 

 Burgaw, NC 

 Phone: 910-259-0231  

  Fax: 910-259-1295  

 Email: dadams@pendercountync.gov 

SECTION 2: SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Contractors shall not make direct contact with any County employee or member 

of the Selection Committee, or any person that may be involved with review, 

evaluation, or award of a contract resulting from this RFP.  Only contact with the 

designated individual listed in this RFP is permissible. Violation of this 

requirement will result in a determination by the County that your firm is 

ineligible for award of this contract. 
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• All bids/proposals must be signed by an officer or employee of the contractor 

having the authority to sign on behalf of the company. Bid bonds shall 

accompany all RFP responses using the appropriate forms and is discussed in 

more detail below. 

• Any interlineations, alterations, or erasures must be initialed by the signer of the 

proposal. 

• The Pender County Terms and Conditions provided in this RFP shall supersede 

any Terms and Conditions offered by any party. Any additional conditions or 

modifications to the Terms and Conditions that an offeror intends to be 

considered must be submitted as part of the proposal and be clearly indicated 

on Attachment A: Proposal Form. Such exceptions may result in the proposal 

being determined non-responsive. 

• Submission of a bid by the contractor is not to be construed as an award or 

issuance of a purchase order. 

• The contractor must show evidence that it is in good standing with any North 

Carolina Board for Licensing or agency that governs the advertised services 

requested in this RFP. 

• For any portion of work scope proposed by the successful bidder to be 

completed by a sub-contractor, the County reserves the right to approve any 

such vendor or subcontractor prior to the prime contractor proceeding with 

work. The County may reject the prime contractors use of any subcontractor. 

• The contractor must show capability and experience performing stream 

restoration, sediment removal, and general heavy civil construction practices 

preferably with other USDA/NRCS EWP funded projects. Examples of at least 3 

relevant projects and references within the last 5 years should be submitted with 

the contractor’s bid by the bid opening deadline.  

• Selection of the contractor will be based foremost on costs (lowest responsible, 

responsive bid) and secondly by the low bidder demonstrating they possess all 

the required experience and qualifications necessary to perform the work 

advertised. It will be at Pender County’s discretion to determine the contractor 

who has offered both the lowest responsible, responsive bid and the most 

relevant qualifications and experience to perform the work advertised.  

• A proposed timeline and forecasted completion date for performing all 

requested work scope should be submitted by each bidder in response to this 

RFP. The timeline shall illustrate or indicate the number of days/months 

projected to perform all work scope requested in this RFP. The proposed 

timeline will be considered by the County in the evaluation of the bids received 

for this RFP (see G. Evaluation of Proposals, Additional Factors).  Failure to 
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include the timeline will result in a deduction of at least one point in the 

selection evaluation.   

• INSURANCE: The Contractor shall not commence work until they have obtained 

all insurance coverage required by the County or by Federal or State 

requirements for performing the type of work requested in this RFP. Work must 

not commence until proof of all such insurance coverage has been submitted to, 

and approved by the County, nor shall the contractor allow any subcontractor to 

commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor has been 

obtained and submitted for approval to the County. The contractor shall provide 

and maintain during the life of this contract, Workman’s Compensation 

Insurance for all employees employed at the site of the projects under their 

contract in compliance with North Carolina requirements. Note that work 

performed on navigable waters defined by 33 CFR, Part 329, or on Federal or 

State waters, or other public trust waterways may require specific maritime 

insurance to comply with the requirements of the Jones Act, and/or the 

Longshoreman and Harbor Workers Compensation Act. If these maritime Acts 

are applicable, the Contractor shall provide proof of insurance coverage and 

compliance with both Acts prior to commencement of work. 

 

Minimum insurance requirement limits for this contract are as follows: 

*Public Liability Insurance-not less than $1,000,000 for injuries and accidental 

death; $500,000 subject to same limit for each person 

*Property Damage-not less than $500,000 

*Motor vehicle insurance-not less than State statutory limits 

• BID BOND: For any proposal to be considered or accepted by the County, the 

proposal must include at the time of filing, a bid bond in the amount of five 

percent (5%) of the total bid price. The bid bond must be executed by a 

corporate surety licensed under the laws of North Carolina to execute such 

bonds, conditioned that the surety will upon demand forthwith make payment 

to the oblige upon said bond if bidder fails to execute the contract in accordance 

with the bid bond. This deposit shall be retained if the successful bidder fails to 

execute the contract within ten (10) days after award or fails to give satisfactory 

surety as required herein. Bid bonds shall be submitted to the County using AIA 

Document A310.  

• PERFORMANCE and PAYMENT BOND: Selected Contractor(s) will be required to 

post a Performance and Payment Bond in the amount of 100% of an event’s 

estimated contract cost. The County reserves the right to establish the amount 

of Performance and Payment Bond based on the estimated contract price, in the 

Bid Schedule, at the time of the event. The estimated cost to complete the 
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project will be based on the size, severity and type of debris generating event. 

The bond shall continue throughout the contract execution period, from when 

the County issues a Notice to Proceed and Task Order, until such time as the 

scope of work contained in the contract is completed as determined by the 

County. Performance and Payment bonds shall be submitted on the County 

using AIA Document A312.  

  Bonds shall remain in effect at least one (1) year after the date when final  

  payment becomes due for a County Task Order initiated project or until the  

  County determines the bond may be reduced or is no longer required. The  

  Performance Bond and the  Payment Bond shall be executed by one or more  

  surety companies legally authorized to do business in the State of North   

  Carolina and shall become effective upon the execution of the Task Order.  

  The surety bonds must be in the form as provided by Surety Association of  

  America, the American Institute of Architects (AIA-A312), Associated General  

  Contractors of America, Engineers Joint Contract Documents Committee,   

  American Consulting Engineers Council, American Society of Civil Engineers,  

  and the Construction Specification Institute without any variations in the   

  standard forms, or in any other forms authorized by North Carolina   

  General Statute. 

 

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

The County will receive bids until Friday, October 14th , 2022 at 2:00 PM, Eastern 

Standard Time at the address shown below. At that time, the County will close the 

receipt of bids and begin the evaluation and bid tabulation process. Bids received after 

the submittal deadline time will not be accepted or considered by the County. 

Packages MUST be sent using one of the following delivery methods: (1) FedEx; (2) UPS; 

or (3) hand delivered. Note that United States Postal Service (USPS) does not deliver to 

the Administrative Building. The time of receipt shall be determined by the time clock 

in the Pender County Planning Department’s office and the County’s designated 

recipient who will be accepting the bids. The County will not be responsible for the 

failure of any mail system or delivery service to deliver a proposal package by the stated 

submittal deadline. Late submittals of RFPs will not be considered for any reason 

whatsoever. 

Interested contractors may submit one hard copy package containing: (1) original 

hardcopy of the complete bid package along with one (1) electronic copy 

submitted/saved on a USB drive included in the hardcopy bid submittal. All bid packages 

must be submitted in a sealed package and clearly identified with the following: 

proposal/project name, RFP number; offerors name and address, and the date and time 
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of the submittal deadline clearly marked on the outside of the package. Proposal 

packages shall be delivered to: 

   Pender County Administration Building 

   Attn: Mr. Daniel Adams, CFM-Asst. Director of Planning 

   Pender County Planning & Inspections Department 

   805 South Walker Street 

   Burgaw, NC 28425 

 **Electronic copies of submittals to this RFP will not be accepted by the County. 

  

To submit questions concerning required submittal information, please send to the 

 following email address: 

 

 Email: dadams@pendercountync.gov 

 

It the offeror’s sole responsibility to ascertain that they have received all required and 

necessary information, amendments, documents, forms, and addenda prior to 

submitting a response and to ensure that the response is received at the correct 

location on time.  

BID FORMAT REQUIREMENTS 

To enable equitable analysis of bids, offerors should prepare the Bid Schedule and other 

required documents according to the instructions outlined in this RFP.  Bids should be 

prepared as simply as possible with straightforward, concise pricing to demonstrate an 

understanding of the project and services requested by the County. Bids that deviate 

from the content/format requested in the RFP, Bid Schedule, or modifications to any  

Bid Schedule form in any way, may result in a bidders response not being considered 

by the County. Only the quantities of work and materials requested for each project 

listed in the Bid Schedule will be considered during RFP evaluation.  

Bids provide in the Bid Schedules shall include (1) unit rate costs and (2) lump sum costs 

for the following task: 

o The pricing requested in the attached Bid Schedules is for completing Task: 

Sediment Removal/Dredging- DSR-494/Site 1-Northeast Cape Fear River. Pricing 

shall be provided on a “unit rate” basis or with a “lump sum total” where shown 

for each DSR item of work. The unit rates and lump sum cost offered by the 

contractor in the Bid Schedule for this Task shall be an “all-inclusive rate,” and 

shall not be increased or changed for any reason other than changes that may be 

requested or approved by the County. For Bid items indicated in the Bid 

Schedules as “lump sum”, the Contractor shall include a spreadsheet in addition 
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to the Bid Schedule identifying the components, units, and cost for any items 

that are covered by the Lump Sum bid. 

 

o The unit rates offered in the Bid Schedule shall not be increased or changed for 

any reason by the Contractor. Changes may be requested or approved by the 

County, if a justifiable reason is determined by the County to do so.  The unit 

rate shall include, but is not limited to the following items: 

mobilization/demobilization; labor; labor wages; taxes; federal/state 

withholdings; materials; equipment; specialized tools; rental equipment, general 

tools, or goods of any kind; waste disposal: fuel/oils; expendables; subsistence; 

hotels, housing, or any other lodging costs; any insurance costs or premiums; 

performance or bid bonds; licensing/registrations; medical services; 

hospitalization; emergency services; environmental fees; permitting fees; 

inspection costs; or vehicle use or costs; boats; barges; ladders; mats and 

matting; erosion control devices, specialized tools or equipment, delays or stand-

by time, escalation, inflation, product/materials cost increases, or purchase and 

cost for any other items than those shown in the Bid Schedules. Mobilization and 

de-mobilization cost will not be compensated as a direct cost and should be 

included in the all-inclusive unit rates prescribed by the Bid Schedule.   

 

o Contractors shall provide the total lump costs to perform the services where 

requested in the Bid Schedule, inclusive of, but not limited to all aforementioned 

cost shown above. Any reference given in the USDA/NRCS DSRs regarding 

anticipated quantities (or costs) should be disregarded and not considered by 

bidders. Only those quantities specified in the Bid Schedules and associated 

approved unit rates found in Attachment C: Bid Schedules will be considered 

during bid evaluation. Bidders shall disregard any reference to quantities or 

costs that may be mentioned in any NRCS Field Assessment Reports or USDA 

Disaster Survey Reports related to these projects.   

 

o Services provided in response to the requested services of this RFP shall be paid 

only per the unit rate costs and lump sum costs shown in the Bid Schedules 

contained in Attachment C: Bid Schedule. 

 

o The unit rates provided by Contractors in Attachment C: Bid Schedule shall also 

be applicable to any additional work that may be requested by the County 

beyond the scope of work specified in this RFP. If the County reduces scope or 

removes any of the work scope items from the anticipated Scope of Work 

advertised for this bid, such unit rate costs identified will be deducted from 
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payment at the same unit rate described in Attachment C: Bid Schedule from the 

contract award.  

 

o The County does not guaranty any specific minimum or maximum quantity of 

work to be awarded resulting from issuance of a contract. The County may alter, 

add, delete, remove, or modify the Scope of Work, or the number of projects 

being advertised, and may award to one or more contractors in any manner that 

is determined to be in the best interest of the County. The contractor shall be 

authorized to perform work based on issuance of a Task Order for a specific 

scope of work at a specific not-to exceed cost. More than one contractor may be 

selected by the County to perform the work scope described in this RFP. It is at 

the sole discretion of the County to select more than just one contractor if there 

is a benefit to County such as cost savings or acceleration of the project 

schedule. 

  

o Other Required Forms 

Contractors must submit completed and signed copies of the following forms 

provided as part of this RFP: 

o Attachment A: Proposal Form-Addendum Acknowledgement 

o Attachment B: References/Experience (Provide 3 examples) 

o Attachment C: Bid Schedules (One Each: DSR-494/Site 1) 

o Attachment D: Offeror’s Certification Form (executed) 

o Attachment E: Certification Regarding Lobbying (executed) 

o Attachment F: Vendor Application Form and W-9 Form 

o Attachment G: Sample Contract for the Provision of Services 

SIGNATURES  

An original signature by an authorized officer of the contractor is required on each form 

submitted in the required original version of the bid submittal package. Please include 

evidence of the signatory’s authority to bind the contractor in the proposal. 

ADDENDA 

Changes or supplemental instructions to this RFP will be issued in the form of written 

addendum. All addenda will be posted online along with this RFP. It is the contractor’s 

responsibility to check for addenda prior to the proposal submittal deadline to ensure 

that all addenda are received. The County posts all solicitations and related addenda on 

the Pender County website (www.pendercountync.gov). 

NOTE: All addenda issued in conjunction with this RFP must be acknowledged on 

Attachment A: Proposal For-Addendum Acknowledgement. 
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PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE 

A optional pre-proposal conference is planned for this RFP to be held on Tuesday, 

October 11th, 2022 at 9:00 AM for a site walk and briefing. Contractors are advised to 

meet at 9:00 AM in Burgaw, NC at the following location: 

   Pender County Administration Building 

   Attn: Mr. Daniel Adams, CFM-Asst. Director of Planning 

   Pender County Planning & Inspections Department 

   805 South Walker Street 

   Burgaw, NC 28425 

 Contractors (or their representative) will meet in the parking lot with the County 

delegates on this date and time for a required sign-in, and will then be escorted to the 

proposed project sites to conduct site inspections. The County will accompany bidders 

to each site during this pre-proposal conference. Contractors are encouraged to pre-

register for this pre-proposal site conference/site walk by calling 910-259-0231 on or 

before October 10th, 2022 at 3:00 PM.  

The County delegates will leave the parking area by caravan to travel to the project site, 

staging areas, and disposal areas. The caravan will leave the parking lot at 9:30 AM 

sharp on Tuesday October 11th, 2022 without exceptions. Contractors that are late or 

who are not present when the caravan leaves, will not be included in the caravan or 

escorted to the work sites at an alternate date/time. 

Contractors are cautioned not to trespass across any private or properties, fenced 

public properties, or any easements or points of entry that are not part of the subject 

project or on sites where owners have not submitted executed Right-of-Entry and Hold-

Harmless Agreements to Pender County. Any contractor or person visiting the 

referenced project sites un-escorted without an authorized County representative, will 

be entering at their own risk, will be trespassing, and will be subject to any legal 

consequences that may ensue.  

EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS 

Proposals will be evaluated by an appointed Selection Committee according to the 

evaluation criteria described in this section. Only submittals that are deemed responsive 

to these criteria from offerors deemed responsible will be evaluated and eligible for 

award. 

The information provided in each proposal will be evaluated according to the following 

criteria: 

1. Lowest Responsible, Responsive Bid (85% weight) 

2. Qualifications/Experience (10% weight) 
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3. Additional Factors-shown below (5% weight: 1.0 point for each bullet point factor 

listed below) 

Additional Factors include the five items listed below. These factors will also be 

considered during evaluation of each response to this RFP. Failure to submit any of the 

additional factors listed below will result in a one point deduction for each factor not 

addressed. 

• Completeness of Bid Schedule- identify unit rates and total cost for each DSR 

• Demonstrated understanding of the project scope to provide the requested 

services, and understanding of the USDA/NRCS EWP Program 

• Alterations/changes or modification to Bid Schedules 

• Completeness of the proposal including all requested information and forms 

• A timeline/schedule forecasting the contractors anticipated progress, schedule 

with milestones, and completion date for the advertised scope of work 

The County may initiate discussions/interviews with any or all contractors selected from 

the review process to discuss work scope, costs, schedule, or resources possessed by 

the Contractor. Once discussions/interviews are complete, the County may again decide 

whether an offeror is qualified to perform the work, and capable to perform the 

advertised work expeditiously, and within the specified USDA contract performance 

period. The County may conduct negotiations with offerors being considered for final 

selection and may obtain Best and Final Offers (BFOs) prior to contract award. 

AWARD OF CONTRACTS 

The County may award a contract to one or more bidders from all proposals submitted. 

The County will determine the lowest apparent bidder who is deemed to be the most 

qualified and best suited to provide the requested services. This determination is at the 

sole discretion of the County, taking into consideration price and the evaluation factors 

set forth in Section 2.G, Evaluation of Proposals. No other factors or criteria shall be 

considered in the evaluation of bids during selection. 

At the County’s discretion, it reserves the right to take the following actions in 

connection with this RFP: 

• To request additional information from any or all offerors 

• To use judgment in selecting the successful bidder that the County determines to 

provide the greatest benefit to the County 

• To disregard minor omissions, errors, or imperfections in the submittals or the 

RFP if they are determined to have no material adverse impact on the overall 

selection, budget, or project schedule  
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• To reject any or all proposals if it determines that bids are not responsive to the 

RFP 

• To reject any or all bids if it determines doing so is in the best interest of the 

County 

• To reconsider any bid submitted at any phase of the procurement 

• To meet with select offerors at any time to gather additional information 

• To hold discussions with offerors that it deems to fall within a competitive range 

• To enter into negotiations separately with offerors 

• To consider the proposed timeline/schedule for completing all work requested  

• To award a contract, based on initial bids received, without discussion and 

without conducting further negotiations. Under such circumstance, the 

acceptance of a bid by the County shall be deemed to be acceptance of an offer 

and such acceptance will be binding upon both parties. 

The County does not guaranty any specific minimum or maximum quantity of work to 

be awarded to any contractor as a result of issuance of a contract. The County may 

alter, add, delete, remove, or modify the Scope of Work in any manner that is 

determined to be in the best interest of the County. Contractor(s) shall be authorized to 

perform work based on issuance of a Task Order for a specific scope of work at a specific 

not-to exceed cost. 

The County shall not be deemed to have made final selection of an offeror or a bid, until 

a contract has been successfully negotiated and executed by both parties. 
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SECTION 3: SCOPE OF WORK 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. SCOPE OF WORK 

 

Pender County Planning & Inspection Department is proposing to perform a single event of 

sediment removal/dredging in the Northeast Cape Fear River for an average volume estimated 

not to exceed 10,800 CYS. The sediment/dredge spoil is comprised predominantly of a fine-

grained sands deposited into the river as a result of county-wide flooding from Hurricane 

Florence. Dredging may be achieved by mechanical methods, hydraulic methods, suction 

dredging, cutter-suction dredging, hopper dredging, or air lifting methods. If dredging is 

executed using mechanical methods, this may include performing the operation using a barge- 

based excavator or clamshell bucket dragline assisting by a second containment barge (or 

barges) that shuttle spoil material to the staging area for off-loading. The dredging method 

itself is not dictated by this RFP or the project Plans & Specifications. The Contractor must 

specify in their Bid response, the method(s) and equipment they plan to utilize to perform 

removal of no more than 10,800 CYS of sand/sediment from the river bottom. 

 

The location of this dredging project will generally be performed along a specified 1500 LF 

section of the river adjacent to Ruddy Duck Lane, Mallard Roost and Turtle Hill Trail in Pender 

County. The post-dredged channel width will be 40.0 LF wide by a depth of -7.5 ft. below mean 

Low Water (MLW). Use of NOAA stream gauge hydrographs and water level data should be 

used by the Contractor to assure that the specified depths are achieved in accordance with the 

Plans & Specifications, in addition to the CAMA Major Permit, NCDEQ 401 Water Quality 

Certification Permit and US Army Corps RGP 219 Permit.  

 

Two potential Staging Areas have been identified by the County (see Sheet 8) for possible use 

by the Contractor to aid in facilitating the project. Also, two different Disposal Areas have also 

been identified for potential use by the Contractor to provide final disposition of dredged 

sediment/spoils. Both of the potential Disposal Areas shall be provided with a earthen dike 

structure of adequate size and height to accommodate the volume of dredge spoil that is 

anticipated. The earthen dike shall be provided with temporary sedimentation/erosion 

measures such as silt fences, slope drains, perimeter ditching, and/or other temporary 

measures including but not limited to seeding/mulching/jute matting, to establish interim 

groundcover and to restrain erosion or offsite sedimentation throughout the active dredging 

process.  A permanent groundcover will be required on the full diked disposal area after dredge 

spoil is dewatered and sediment settles. This includes all diked areas (top and side slopes),  

roads, graded access areas, or any area denuded as a result of constructing the earthen 

dike/berm used for containment of sediment/spoils. A permanent groundcover must also be 

established similarly on either Staging Area used by the Contractor.  The two potential Staging 

Areas and two Disposal Sites are shown respectively in the Plans & Specifications on Sheet 8 

and 9. The Contractor is not required to use either facility shown for staging or disposal and 
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may present their own sites in their Bid response. The County reserves the right to accept, 

reject, or modify any site proposed by the Contractor that deviates from those identified by the 

County in this RFP. 

 

All other details for performing this project are identified in the project Plans & Specifications. 

There are additional construction specifications detailed in this RFP that require Contractor 

compliance and adherence. The details found in this RFP are incorporated by default into the 

Plans & Specifications and must also be adhered to by the Contractor. The scope of work for 

this project is limited to the location of the proposed dredge alignment shown in the Plans & 

Specifications, and must not exceed the depth, width, and length of the proposed dredging 

corridor, or average maximum volume specified not-to-exceed 10,800 CYS. Maps, cross-

sections, and other construction details are included in the Plans & Specifications. This 

information shows the approximate stream alignments, elevations, heights, existing channel 

conditions, and location of the river proposed for dredging. A general summary of the 

proposed scope of work for this project follows. This is not intended to be comprehensive, and 

may not include all specifications and requirement found in the Plans & Specifications. Please 

refer to the project Plans & Specifications for project details: 

 

Site Name: DSR-494/Site 1 -Northeast Cape Fear River  
Adjacent to: Ruddy Duck Lane, Mallard Roost, and Turtle Hill Trail-Pender Co. 

Lat/Long: 34.659400 N/-77.907510 W =(Approximate Center Point of Dredge 

Alignment near STA 7.5+00) 

 

General Scope: Remove sediment from a 1500 LF Long X 40 LF wide section of 

the Northeast River; Restore the channel to a -7.5 ft. depth MLW; Remove no 

more than 10,800 CYS of fine grained sediment from river bottom  

 

General Scope Summary: 

1.Mobilize/de-mobilize to the proposed project site- Northeast Cape Fear River; 

deploy all equipment/resources needed to accomplish the project within the 

project schedule (on or before Dec. 28th, 2022) 

2.Remove/dredge  < 10,800 CYS of sediment/dredge spoil from the project area 

3.Dredge a new channel to 1500 LF long X 40 LF wide to a depth of -7.5 ft. MLW  

4.Install a full depth turbidity curtain in the river and around the dredge 

equipment sufficient to eliminate turbidity during dredging; (contractor shall 

perform turbidity monitoring; 1 test required upstream, 1 test downstream and 

1 test inside the Silt curtain every hour during operation of the dredge). Turbidity 

curtain shall remain in use at all times during active dredging. 

5.Transport sediment/dredged material in a closed-container to a Contractor 

selected and permitted Staging Area; must have Hold Harmless Agreement/ROE 

with Owner 

6.Dewater sediment/dredged material during transport to Staging Area such that 

no decant or dredge-water enters or leaks onto NC State Roads or Highways  
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7.Off-load or Load sediment/dredge material on transport truck for travel to 

Contractor selected permitted Disposal Area; must have Hold Harmless/ROE 

with Owner 

8.Transport dewatered sediment/dredged material in a closed-container to 

Disposal Area; assure no leakage of decant occurs on State Roads during 

transport 

9. Off-load dewatered sediment/dredged material into diked Disposal Area   

10. Facilitate additional de-watering of sediment in diked disposal area, if 

needed; control water level and provided sedimentation filter for any water 

discharged from the diked Disposal Area  

11. Construct or provide adequately sized dike Disposal Area to contain 10,800 

CYS of sediment and with side slopes of an angle that can be stabilized with a 

vegetative cover. 

12. Provide temporary erosion control measures and stabilization of dike side 

slopes at Disposal Area; provide silt fencing or other measures around diked 

disposal areas until a vegetative groundcover is achieved on all denuded areas or 

slopes  

13. Perform Pre-Fill/Construction Survey of Disposal Area, Interim Fill/ Progress 

Surveys, and Post-Fill/Construction Survey for Contractor measurement and 

payment on a unit rate basis. Contractor will be paid on a per cubic yard basis 

per the volume of sediment determined by the Pre and Post-Construction 

surveys. Interim surveys will be used to make interim progress payments to the 

Contractor (see specification in this RFP and Plans & Specifications; (survey 

requires NC Professional Land Surveyor seal) 

14. Perform Pre-Construction survey of Disposal Area, Interim Progress Surveys,  

and Post Construction Survey of Disposal Area for measurement and payment 

for Contractor on a unit rate basis. Contractor will be paid on a per cubic yard 

basis per the volume of sediment fill determined by the Pre and Post-

Construction surveys. Interim surveys will be used to make interim progress 

payments to the Contractor (see specification in this RFP and Plans & 

Specifications; (all surveys requires NC Professional Land Surveyor’s seal) 

15. Perform daily (or continuous) surveying of the dredge cut during removal of 

sediment from the 1500 LF dredge alignment. The daily survey will be used to 

monitor contractor progress and confirm the depth, width, and length of 

sediment removal/dredging operation. The survey will confirm the volume of in-

place saturated dredge material removed from the project area and enables 

monitoring of progress with respect to achieving the specified channel geometry. 

The daily survey will also be performed by the Contractor’s surveyor to confirm 

that the project specifications have been met for achieving no greater than a 2V: 

1H side slope on the cut channel and a depth of no greater than -7.5 ft. below 

MLW. The Contractor is required to provide Daily Logs of the survey results and a 

Weekly Progress Summary report stating: (1) estimated volume of sediment 

removed each day AND a weekly volume total (2) verification of the 
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length/width of the dredge cut achieved on a daily basis with a Weekly Summary 

Report (3)  

 

The Contractor will be paid based on a per cubic yard basis per the volume of 

approved sediment placed and filled in the diked Disposal Area, determined by 

the Pre-Construction and Post-Construction surveys. A Post-construction survey 

will be used to make Final Payment to the Contractor (see specification in this 

RFP and Plans & Specifications; (all surveys require a third party, NC Professional 

Land Surveyor seal) 

16. Final Survey of Dredge Alignment-at the conclusion of dredging, the 

Contractor shall provide a Final Survey of the dredge alignment corridor showing 

the full length, wide, and depth of the completed channel. The survey shall be 

provided by a third party, NC Professional Land Surveyor seal).  

  

17. Bid Alternate Item: Vegetation debris removal was performed within the 

dredge corridor in Spring of 2022; in the event that vegetative debris is 

encountered including trees, stumps, snags, limbs, brush, or any kind of dense of 

bulky organic matter, and prevents the Contractor from performing the 

sediment removal/ dredging scope of work identified in this RFP and the Plans & 

Specifications, the Contractor shall provide a Bid Alternate cost for removing 

vegetative debris as shown in the Bid Schedule. If the Contractor does not 

provide a Bid Alternate cost for debris removal in their bid response, the 

County will consider that their unit rate cost shown for sediment removal also 

includes debris removal/disposal. 

 

 

Note: The above described general work scope are not comprehensive. Refer to the project 

Plans & Specifications and Bid Schedules for relevant details and quantities pertinent to the 

project. All work shall be performed in strict accordance with the project Plans & Specifications. 

In addition, specifications outlined in the RFP and in the following documents shall also be 

adhered to by the Contractor at all times during construction: 

 

(1) Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice Standard, Streambank 

and Shoreline Protection, Code 580, January 2020 

(2) Title 210, USDA/NRCS National Engineering Manual, Part 642, Specifications for 

Construction Contracts, Rev January 2009. This document was relied upon to address 

the work scopes anticipated for performing stabilization repair work to each property 

referenced in Section 1: Introduction, A. Purpose. 

(3) US Army Corps of Engineers, Regional General Permit 291 
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2. ACCESS 

 

Access to the DSR site shall be performed ONLY by the routes or access points designated by 

the County or the County’s Field Representative (CFR) or Planning Department representative. 

If the Contractor identifies potential alternate routes or access points, they should notify the 

CFR of the proposed alternative routes for approval by the CFR in writing.  Alternative routes 

may be only be utilized when written approval from the County is granted. Use of un-approved 

access routes by the contractor for any reason will be grounds for dismissal and termination of 

contract. 

 

3. LIMITS OF SEDIMENT REMOVAL WORK 

 

The limits of work for the proposed work on DSR-494/Site 1 is indicated in the Plans & 

Specifications and as further described in this RFP. Excavation and/or dredging limits shown in 

the Plans shall not exceed the lengths, widths, and geographic points shown in the project 

drawings/plans. The work scope shown in the Plans & Specifications shall not be expanded or 

modified by the Contractor in any way, without written authorization from the Sponsor The 

maximum quantity of sediment anticipated for removal is specified and shown in the Plans & 

Specifications for removal from this project site. Contractors must avoid placing any debris, 

earthfill, or any other type of debris material in State or Federal Waters governed under the 

Clean Water Act, US Army Corps of Engineers-Section 404, or waters defined as navigable 

waters by the US Army Corps of Engineers.  Contractors will be paid on actual 

quantities/volume of sediment removed from the dredge alignment channel supported by 

daily surveys, weekly surveys, and Post Construction surveys conducted by an NC Registered 

Land Surveyor. Any volume of over-dredging, determined by the Sponsor’s CFR while 

observing daily dredging activities, will not be paid.  The 1500 LF long X 40 wide dredge 

alignment must be marked in the field by the Contractor using high visibility range markers at 

each Station (STA) location prior to commencing dredging. The alignment, width, and method 

used for marking shall be approved by the Sponsor or CFR, prior commencement of dredging. 

 

4. CLEARING AND GRUBBING/DEBRIS REMOVAL OF STAGING AND DISPOSAL AREAS 

 

No clearing and grubbing or other disturbance is anticipated for this project. Refer to Plans & 

Specifications for the re-vegetation details for Staging and Disposal Areas. 

 

5. ERRANT VEGETATIVE DEBRIS IN THE WATERWAY AND DISPOSAL 

 

This work scope is not anticipated to be a component of the overall Sediment Removal & 

Disposal project and will be implemented only if substantial vegetative debris is discover in the 

1500 LF x 40 LF wide dredge alignment, and hampers the Contractor from performing the 

sediment removal scope of work. In such a case, the Alternate Bid Item addressed above in No. 

17 found on page 27 of 75 and shown in the Attachment C: Bid Schedule, may be applicable and 

may be exercised by the County to facilitate vegetative debris removal. This alternate unit rate 
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for vegetation removal will only be implemented and authorized by the County if it is 

determined necessary for the Contractor to complete the originally contracted scope of work 

for Sediment Removal & Disposal. 

   

A county-wide debris removal operation was performed in this section of the Northeast Cape 

Fear River by the county in Spring and Summer of 2022. Debris is not anticipated to be 

encountered in the channel alignment during dredging, however the County does not assert or 

warrant that the dredge alignment is free and clear of all vegetative debris. In the event errant 

woody waste, wood debris, or other vegetative debris is encountered that prevents dredging 

from being performed per the project Plans & Specifications and this RFP, should be 

immediately brought to the attention of Pender County or its CFR. The Contractor shall provide 

an Alternate Bid Item cost in their Bid response for vegetative debris removal for this specific 

scope.  See the Attachment C: Bid Schedule to provide a cost for vegetative debris collection 

and disposal on to adjacent riverbanks where Hold Harmless Agreements (HHA) and Right of 

Entry (ROE) Authorizations have been provided to Pender County.  No vegetative debris 

disposal shall take place on any adjacent property adjacent to the Northeast Cape Fear River 

without written authorization from Pender County.  

 

Debris shall also not be placed on any streambank, natural area, hiking trails, lawns or grassed 

areas, fields, sewer line corridors, or railroad rights-of-way, natural gas easements, power line 

easements, private properties, watercourse, or any utility or access easement.  Debris shall not 

be placed in tributaries or side ditches of any watercourses covered by this contract. Woody 

debris generated from this DSR project location shall not be temporarily placed or stored 

onsite, or any private property, nor “piled up” in a staging area that is not an approved storage 

location designated by the County as an acceptable temporary storage facility, for haul-off or 

removal at a later date.    

 

Debris shall be removed in such a manner to prevent potential movement of other adjacent 

woody materials or sediment back into or onto the channel or floodway by future highwater 

conditions. Debris shall be stacked in a manner parallel to stream flow in a “torpedo” style 

fashion to enable flow over and around the stack. Logs/debris shall be bound with a high tensile 

strength cable or sufficient diameter (metal, synthetic, or natural material) to prevent the 

debris from re-entering the waterway. A minimum 3/8” diameter cable or larger shall be 

provided and fastened or tied in manner that hold the debris in a tight-fit pattern. The cable 

type and method proposed by the Contractor shall by a metal air craft type cable, 

dense/durable synthetic cable, or an other types approved by the County before implementing. 

Any temporary area cleared by the contractor shall be immediately provided with silt fencing or 

other approved erosion control measures to contain siltation, and in all cases, re-vegetated 

graded or denuded areas within 14 days of disturbance. Any alternative disposal methods or 

locations proposed by the contractor that deviate from this specification must be presented to 

the Sponsor or CFR, and pre-approved in writing by the Sponsor prior to implementation. 
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No vegetative waste shall be removed and/or disposed at any location without prior written 

approval from Pender County.  Approval of any debris waste disposal site proposed by the 

Contractor, shall be submitted to the Sponsor at least 7 working days prior to undertaking any 

debris removal action at any project site.  

 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

In any areas of the project associated with the proposed dredging operation (channel, river, 

channel banks, Staging Area, Disposal Area, access roads, or other area) where heavy 

equipment is used, the equipment shall not enter or operate in the wetted surface of any 

adjacent stream or adjacent wetlands of the floodplain. Crossing a stream to gain access to the 

opposite bank is not permissible or requested in this RFP; also, no earthfill material may be 

placed either directly or indirectly into a stream or waterway. 

 

The Contractor shall check equipment daily and maintain routinely as described by the 

manufacturer to prevent fuel, oil, and other types of lubricant spills.  Refueling, repairs, and 

lubrication shall be performed at safe distances in upland areas at least 50 ft. away from the 

stream. Refueling stations should be position in such a manner topographically that in the 

event of a spill, petroleum will not flow down gradient and into the nearby watercourse. 

Temporary containment shall be implemented by the contractor to contain any fuel or 

petroleum release.  Should fuel leaks, oil leaks or hydraulic pipe rupture occur during debris 

removal operations, the Contractor shall immediately remove the equipment to a safe area 

(greater than 50 ft. away from stream) and take prompt action to minimize damage and 

safeguard the site. The contractor shall immediately report the discharge to the CFR and in 

accordance with the Special Provisions of this contract shall comply with all provisions and 

requirements of the North Carolina Oil Pollution and Hazardous Substances Control Act. The NC 

Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) shall be notified immediately of all reportable spills 

in public trust waters regulated by State and Federal agencies. 

 

The Contractor shall perform all heavy equipment maintenance and repairs offsite of the DSR 

project sites. No project site shall be used for storage and/or disposal of deleterious substances 

or chemical pollutants such as hydraulic oils, drained lubricants, transmission oils, greases, 

gasoline or other petroleum fuels, solvents, cleaning agents, surfactants, acids, etc. or products 

produced from a by-product of performing this work. Washing, fueling, or servicing of 

equipment shall be avoided to prevent spillage or wash water from entering any nearby 

watercourse. 

 

The contractor shall also comply with the Clean Water Act (amended in 1972) and US Army 

Corps of Engineers policies, laws, regulations, and requirements governing removal, filling,  

destruction, or adverse impacts to jurisdictional wetlands or Federal waters. These waters 

include but are not limited to waters defined under Section 404, 401 and Section 10 of the 

Clean Water Act. Any activity performed by the contractor during the implementation of this 
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work scope that constitutes “dredging and/or filling” shall be prohibited during work performed 

under this RFP.    

 

7. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

The Contractor shall exercise extreme care while working in the areas of sheds, buildings, 

fenced compounds, existing lawns, driveways, private or public roads, structures, utilities, 

railroads, drainage ditches, any other improvements, and cropland.  The Contractor shall be 

responsible for the prompt repair or replacement of any such improvements damaged by their 

operations or any activity performed to complete this work scope. 

 

In the event that fences on private or public property must be temporarily removed for access, 

the contractor shall first consult with the CFR for approval. If approval is granted by the CFR, the 

contractor shall remove the fence with care and the no damage to the fence. The fence shall be 

reinstalled back to the original condition and location immediately after construction access is 

no longer needed from this access point of the DSR site. 

 

For sites where the Contractor will be operating on or adjacent to a North Carolina State 

maintained road or public right-of-way, the Contractor shall be responsible for complying with 

all applicable requirements of the North Carolina Department of Transportation's (NCDOT) 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). In such cases, A MUTCD Traffic Control 

Plan shall be submitted to the Sponsor at least 7 working days in advance of commencement. 

The Contractor shall also contact/notify the Division I Engineer (Jeff Garrett) in Hampstead, NC 

to gain NCDOT approval before operating and/or performing any work on any NCDOT highway 

or right-of-way.  When equipment or personnel are operating on public right-of-way, flag men 

shall be stationed to warn oncoming traffic of imminent road hazard or congestion.  Proper use 

and construction of warning and road signs shall be in place at all times during debris removal 

operations on or adjacent to NCDOT roadways.  Any debris or sediment placed on NCDOT right- 

of-ways as a result of debris removal operations must be removed from roadways or property 

within 24 hours.  Residue deposited on roadways may be removed by mechanical sweeping 

machines, air blowers, or by manual sweeping methods. Any damage to a NCDOT vegetated 

right-of-way, ditch/swale, drainage structure, or paved roadway must be repaired immediately 

by the Contractor, at their expense. The CFR must be notified immediately if damage to any 

NCDOT asset occurs. The Contractor shall be responsible for implementation of all measures 

required in this section and any other requirement imposed by NCDOT. 

 

8. REVEGETATION OF STAGING AND/OR DISPOSAL AREAS 

 

For areas where groundcover surfaces are denuded due to grading, shaping, or placement of 

earthfill (or sediment), or damage by equipment accessing into work sites, revegetation shall be 

performed must achieve a 100% groundcover.  This includes: Staging Areas, Disposal Areas, or 

any channel bank areas adjacent to the dredging operations. Prior to revegetating, any ruts or 

other surface irregularities resulting from this operation shall be smoothed and the ground 
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surface shall be returned to its original elevation and degree of uniformity as directed by the 

CFR.  Addition of soil fill volume may be required by the Contractor where the existing surface 

has been compacted to restore ground surface to its original condition.  Seeding and mulching 

shall be performed on a weekly basis during active construction until the channel bank 

restoration work is completed.  If any work area is re-disturbed by the Contractor after it has 

been previously seeded and mulched, the contractor shall be responsible for patching reels and 

gulleys by reseeding and remulching the disturbed areas unit a permanent vegetative 

groundcover has been established.  

 

Seed, fertilizer, and mulch shall be uniformly applied at the following rates per 1,000 square 

feet. The below seeding schedule shall be used on all disturbed or denuded areas unless 

otherwise specified in the project Plans & Specifications. This specification is subject to change 

based on recommendations from the local USDA/NRCS Field Representatives prior to the time 

of project commencement. Unless noted in the Plans & Specifications, the following general 

specifications will be followed: 

 

General Specifications/Establishing Vegetation To All Graded/Cut or Disturbed Areas 

 

Seeding date: September 1 - March 31    

 1.7 lbs. Kentucky 31 Tall Fescue 

 1.1 lbs. Pensacola Bahia Grass 

 12 lbs. 10-20-20 Fertilizer 

 70 lbs. Hay or Small Grain Straw Mulch 

 

Seeding date: April 1- August 31 

 1.1 lbs. Kentucky 31 Tall Fescue 

 1.7 lbs. Pensacola Bahia Grass 

 12.0 lbs. 10-20-20 Fertilizer 

 70.0 lbs. Hay or Small Grain Straw Mulch 

 

Should locality, climate and/or ground conditions warrant, the CFR or County may alter the 

planting dates to an earlier or later period, seed mix and quantity, or mulch requirements from 

that shown above. Any change to the seeding-mulching specifications by the Contractor is 

subject to the approval of the County or the CFR.  Also, the above proposed seeding 

specifications could be changed upon the recommendations of the USDA/NRCS contract 

personnel who will be providing construction oversight of these projects.  

 

The contractor shall install the USDA/NRCS recommended final seeding specification, if that 

specification deviates from the schedule shown above. 
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9. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

 

For earthwork in locations such as those in the Staging Area or Disposal, that requires heavy 

equipment, hydraulic excavators, etc. shall shall be low ground pressure (LGP) machines, and 

equipped with a stationary or mechanical thumb attachment or grapple attachment.  Rubber 

tire skidders shall be equipped with low ground pressure, high floatation tires. 

 

All equipment used by the contractor should be in good working condition and inspected daily 

to determine if maintenance is needed. Daily checks/inspections should be performed to 

determine whether there are any leaks of petroleum or other deleterious substances from 

equipment used onsite. An equipment log should be maintained by the contractor and daily 

entries of equipment condition or repairs should be noted.  

 

The CFR may require periodic field review of the equipment maintenance log. Equipment must 

be in good working condition upon arrival to commence work and prior to mobilization to any 

project site 

 

10. MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 

 

Payment for completed work shall be made by the following method:  

 

Method 1   

Measurement and Payment shall be made for this project in accordance with the line item 

pricing and unit rates shown in the Bid Schedules, and addressed in other sections of tis RFP. 

Measurement and Payment for Lump Sum Items shown in the Bid Schedule shall be paid upon 

completion of the task in a single Lump Sum payment based on the final negotiated rate 

specified in the Task Order and Contract. Bidders shall include a spreadsheet for describing 

Lump Sum Bid Items including all components, items, and units, and prices that comprise the 

Lump Sum bid. Lump Sum bids shall be further described in the below paragraphs.   

 

Measurement for sediment removal/dredging work to restore the river channel will begin and 

end at the Station Locations (STA) shown in the project Plans & Specifications (STA 0+00 to STA 

15+00). The actual end point will be determined and approved in the field by the CFR and may 

vary slightly from the Plans & Specification. Distances shown on the drawings are estimates 

only and will not be used for the purpose of determining payment; the actual volume of 

sediment removed and validated by Pre-Construction and Post Construction survey by a RLS 

will be used to determine payment and will be determined by the Sponsor or the CFR. 

Distances for the proposed 1500 LF long X 40 LF wide channel, shall be dredged in a straight 

and continuous manner from the specified beginning point to specified end point, and must 

be staked in the field by the contractor for CFR approval prior to commencement of work. 

Measurement and payment of dredged sediment is made to the nearest cubic yard per the unit 

rates indicated in the executed contract with Pender County.   
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Any Bid awarded and approved by the County to perform work under the specifications found 

in this RFP, Plans & Specifications, and Bid Schedule denoted as “Lump Sum” for those items 

shown in the Bid Schedule. Payment for Lump Sum work shall represent full compensation for 

the Lump Sum Item and will include, but is not limited to the following items: all labor, all  

materials, all supplies, all equipment, all insurance, all bonds, overhead, profit, all subcontractor 

costs, taxes, safety measures, all supplies, training, permits, licenses, travel, lodging, 

subsistence, rentals, subcontracted services or labor,  contract administration costs, penalties, 

delay costs, stand-by costs, escalation costs, incidental expenses, cost increases caused by 

COVID-19, inflation,  or for any other reasons. The contractor shall be responsible for any other 

costs that is not specifically listed above but which is normal and customary for performing 

dredging or earthwork operations as described in II. Scope of Work and Attachment C: Bid 

Schedule in this RFP, and in the project Plans & Specifications. “Unit Rates” identified in the 

offeror’s Bid Schedule may also not be changed for any reason after a contract has been 

awarded. 

Quantities represented in the Bid Schedule are only estimates; dredging work will be paid solely 

on the quantities generated and verified by Pre-Construction and Post-Construction surveys. 

Estimate quantities have been based on Pender County’s anticipated scope of work for this 

project. Actual quantities such as length and width, or volume of sediment, may vary from that 

shown in the Bid Schedule. Contractor(s) are advised not to make their own determination of 

the quantities anticipated or that is believed will need to accomplish the work scope found in 

this RFP and Plans & Specifications.  Contractor(s) shall be paid based on the actual quantities 

of approved volumes of sediment removed for this project, whether more or less than those 

quantities shown in the Bid Schedule. In no case shall the Contractor(s) provide more quantities 

than shown in the Bid Schedules without first obtaining written authorization or direction from 

the Sponsor or project CFR. For Contractor(s) to assure payment of any line items shown in the 

Bid Schedules, they must also provide along with an invoice, adequate documentation to 

support that such quantities were provided. Proof may include the following: a survey from an 

RLS certifying that the volumes claimed were dredged and removed and subsequently disposed 

in an approved Disposal Area.    

All invoices submitted to the County for payment must also include written and justifiable proof 

that such quantities or types of materials were first approved by the County, prior to providing 

these goods. If such quantities are not specifically shown in the Bid Schedules OR exceed any 

quantity shown in the Bid Schedules, proof must accompany any invoice submitted for 

payment. For any quantity provided that is less than the quantity shown in the Bid Schedule, 

proof must also be included with invoices containing the same documentation/proof as stated 

above, regardless of whether such quantities are more or less than that specified in the Bid 

Schedules. Contractor(s) shall be paid for actual authorized quantities used or furnished for a 

completed project only and when adequate documentation, proof of payment, and receipts are 

provided with the payment request. It is at the County’s sole discretion to determine the 

adequacy, validity, and authenticity of any documentation provided by Contractor(s) in support 

of any payment request.  
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11. HEALTH & SAFETY/OSHA 

 

Prior to commencing work, the contractor must prepare and submit a Health & Safety Plan 

(HASP) describing all measures that will be implemented on EWP projects to ensure worker 

health and safety. The HASP shall describe the minimum needed protective clothing, gear, and 

wares (i.e. hand protection, hearing protection, head protection, clothing, eye protection, foot 

protection, etc.) and other protective outfitting needed by workers while undertaking specific 

tasks onsite. The HASP shall identify each critical work task that is anticipated by the contractor 

to be conducted on each work site, the equipment to be used, and the safety/risk management 

measures that will implemented by the contractor to prevent accident or injury to workers. 

Since the proposed work is anticipated to be performed in, on, or adjacent to State or Federal 

waters, safeguards shall be identified in the HASP to ensure worker safety in or on open waters.  

 

The HASP shall be reviewed and acknowledged by signature of each site employee of the 

contractor, subcontractors, vendors, and any other entity or person that will work or enter unto 

the proposed work sites to show all are informed of HASP provisions and requirements.  Any 

person entering upon the work site must review the HASP and sign off with their 

acknowledgement and understanding of it’s content. The proposed HASP must be submitted to 

the Sponsor for review and approval, at least 10 days prior to mobilization or commencement 

of work on any site. The contractor shall include provisions in the HASP for conducting 

mandatory daily tailgate safety meetings prior to beginning work each day. The safety meetings 

shall be conducted by a qualified contractor designated Health & Safety Officer (HSO). The 

contractor shall identify their designated HSO who will be onsite and in responsible-charge of 

Health & Safety each day of work. All employees, subcontractors, vendors, or any other party 

present onsite on behalf of the contractor shall attend the H&S safety meeting each day, or 

receive a safety briefing before entering the site. The daily safety meetings shall be 

documented by written record with a signature by every person attending including meeting 

start and stop time, and topic/points discussed. A Sponsor representative shall also be in 

attendance at each daily safety tailgate meeting. A copy of the meeting attendees list shall be 

provided to the Sponsor daily. The contractor shall keep a copy of the HASP onsite for review 

for the duration of each project.  The contractor shall make the plan available for review (and 

written acknowledgment) for anyone entering the site.                         

                 

OSHA Compliance 

The contractor is required to perform all work activities in compliance with all OSHA standards 

and provisions in order to provide and maintain safe working conditions for all workers at all 

times on each EWP site. Contactors shall perform their work in accordance with OSHA 

regulations, and the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40USC 327-330) as 

supplemented by Department of Labor Regulations cited in Title 29 CFR Part 5.  Any work to be 

conducted on any site that is governed under Title 29 CFR 1926, Subpart P, Appendix A 
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pertaining to Selection of Protective Systems; Sloping; Shoring; and Benching rules and 

regulations including OSHA 1926.652, Subpart P, Excavations (a) through 1926.652(g) shall be 

identified in writing to the Sponsor prior to commencement. The proposed measures to comply 

with these requirements shall be included in the notice to the Sponsor for review. Notice to the 

Sponsor shall include a description of the anticipated tasks to be undertaken to comply with 

these OSHA requirements, the measures, timeframe, and duration that the tasks taken to 

comply will be ongoing during the project.  

 

12.  OTHER PLANS AND SUBMITTALS 

 

The County, State or Federal government may require the contractor to submit other plans, 

submittals, daily reports, logs, or documentation that is deemed necessary for complying with 

all USDA contract terms and conditions for payment or program adherence. The contractor 

agrees to provide the County with any submittals required by the USDA, or any regulatory 

agency that may not be identified in this RFP.  

 

13. ITEMS OF WORK AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

 

TASK -Sediment Removal, Transport & Disposal; Northeast Cape Fear River   

 

Sediment removal shall be performed at the designated DSR location identified in this RFP as 

DSR-494/Site 1-Northeast Cape Fear River. The actual proposed channel length to be dredged 

has been reduced to 1500 LF from the overall length indicated in the DSR. Funding was not 

available to in the USDA award to perform all dredging identified in the DSR. 

 

The scope of work and quantities of materials are specified in the following descriptions of each 

project. Bidders should base their pricing on the scope and estimated quantities shown in the 

following sections. The cost to perform the work should by offered as a “not to exceed” costs. 

Additional quantities or scope is not anticipated above or beyond those shown in the following 

description since these projects have been cost estimated by USDA. Contractors should include 

only one mobilization and demobilization to cover Task 1. The County will not pay for  

additional mob/demobs, stand-by, delays, or down time when the contractor is unable to work, 

for any reason. The project Plans & Specifications contain all details, quantities, etc for the 

proposed sediment removal project. 

 

Measurement and payment for this project DSR shall be by Method 1 (stated in pgs. 22 through 

24 above) for Lump Sum Bid Items and Unit Rates, for actual units used or provided and 

authorized by the Sponsor, where specified. Payment shall not exceed the awarded/contracted 

cost for each site above, unless the Sponsor authorized an increase in the lump sum scope of 

work at an agreed upon price, or number of units increased from the specified units, and were 

authorized by the Sponsor.  The Sponsor may elect to award a single contract for both sites to 

one selected contractor, or multiple contracts to more than one contractor, and shall 

determine what is in the best interest of the County, solely at their discretion. No guaranty is 
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implied or expressed that the work scope stated in this RFP will be awarded to only one 

contractor. 

 

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

o During execution of work under an emergency event, personnel provided by the 

Contractor must come prepared to work in adverse conditions and may be 

required to temporarily lodging locally, until all projects are completed and the 

affected streams and channels are restored to functional order. Pender County 

will not provide temporary or permanent lodging, food, or any form of 

subsistence to any contractor, his employees, or his subcontractor’s during 

completion of work performed under this contract with the County. The direct 

cost for travel to and from the work sites will not be reimbursed and shall be 

included in the contractor’s unit rate. Lodging and subsistence shall also not be 

reimbursed as a direct cost and must be included in the proposed unit rates.  

o General liability insurance is required, however the Contractor is not required to 

carry Professional insurance or Environmental liability insurance due to the 

conditions and nature of this work: should conditions change, so may the 

required insurances needed for the Contractor to perform such work activities.  

Additional insurance requirements required by the Contractor are referenced in: 

(1) Pages 16 and 43 of 75, Insurance-RFP 

(2) Attachment G: Sample Contract for the Provision of Services, Item I-15, 

Insurance (may also require Longshoreman’s Act and Jones Act insurance)  

A Certificate of Insurance (COI) will be required of the awarded vendor that 

complies with the requirements outlined in (1) through (3) above and shall 

include the name the County as an “additional insured”. Other insurance 

coverages such as Maritime Insurance may be required depending on the type fo 

work and specifics of the work scope being performed by the Vendor on behalf 

of the County. Insurance coverage required by Longshoreman’s Workers 

Compensation Act and Jones Act may be required for work on or upon open or 

navigable waters may be required. Contractors must demonstrate they are 

adequately insured to perform the scope of work specified in this RFP and if 

additional coverages are required, such cost will be the responsibility of the 

Contractor.   
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SECTION 4: GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

A. CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS AND TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The following general Terms and Conditions apply to this RFP solicitation process and 

will be incorporated into the resulting contract. Any exceptions to the following 

requirements or other sections of this RFP should be addressed in the offeror’s 

proposal. 

B. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This RFP, all attachments to this RFP, Plans & Specifications, and any additional or 

supplementary documents incorporated herein by reference, any resulting contract, and 

the selected offeror’s submitted proposal contain all the Terms and Conditions agreed 

upon by the parties hereto, and no other agreements, oral or otherwise, regarding the 

subject matter of this contract or any part thereof shall have any validity or bind any of 

the parties hereto. This contract shall not be modified, altered, changed, or amended 

unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto. 

C. CONFLICT BETWEEN DOCUMENTS 

In the event of a conflict between the contract documents, including these Terms and 

Conditions and the terms of a purchase order or related document issued by the Office 

of Purchasing, the contract documents shall control. 

D. AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 

A contract shall be deemed in force only to the extent of appropriations available to 

each department for the purchase of such goods and/or services. The County’s 

extended obligations on contracts that include funding through successive fiscal periods 

shall be contingent upon actual appropriations for the successive periods (additional 

years). 

E. COOPERATIVE PURCHASE 

If authorized by the Contractor, the contract resulting from this RFP may be extended to 

other public bodies, public agencies, or institutions within the United States to purchase 

at contract prices and terms. Any public entity that uses the contract shall place its own 

order(s) directly with the Contractor. Pender County is not a party to such contracts and 

is not responsible for placement of orders, payment, or discrepancies of the 

participating jurisdictions. It is the Contractor’s responsibility to notify the jurisdictions 

of the availability of contract(s). Offerors who do not wish to extend the terms, 

conditions, and prices to other public entities shall so indicate in the proposal. 
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F. NON-DISCRIMINATION 

Contractor will take affirmative action not to discriminate against any employee or 

applicant for employment or otherwise illegally deny any person participation in or the 

benefits of the program which is the subject of this agreement because of race, creed, 

color, sex, age, disability, or national origin. To the extent applicable, Contractor will 

comply with all provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 

(P.L. 88-352) and 1968 (P.L. 90-284), and all applicable federal, state, and local laws, 

ordinances, rules, regulations, orders, instructions, designations, and other directives 

promulgated to prohibit discrimination. Violation of this provision, after notice, shall be 

a material breach of this agreement and may result, at County’s option, in a termination 

or suspension of this agreement in whole or in part. 

G. INDEMNIFICATION 

Contractor agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the County for all loss, 

liability, claims, or expense (including reasonable attorney's fees) arising from bodily 

injury, including death or property damage, to any person or persons caused in whole or 

in part by the negligence or misconduct of the Contractor, except to the extent same are 

caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the County. It is the intent of this 

section to require Contractor to indemnify Pender County to the extent permitted under 

North Carolina law. 

H. LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

The Contractor shall keep fully informed of all federal, state, and local laws, ordinances, 

and regulations that in any manner affect the conduct of the work. The Contractor shall 

at all times observe and comply with all such laws, ordinances, and regulations. 

I. RIGHTS UNDER ANTITRUST LAWS 

The offeror assigns to the County any and all rights that it may have under the antitrust 

laws of the United States and the State of North Carolina in any way arising from or 

pertaining to this proposal. This provision is remedial in nature and is to be liberally 

construed by any court in favor of the County. 

J. IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF 1986 

The offeror certifies that he/she does not and shall not during the performance of the 

contract for goods and services in the State of North Carolina, knowingly employ 

unauthorized aliens as defined in the Federal Immigration Reform and Control Act of 

1986, as amended. 

K. ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT 

A contract shall not be assignable by the Contractor in whole or in part without the 

written consent of the County. 
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L. DEFAULT 

In event of default by the Contractor, the County reserves the right to procure the goods 

and/or services and/or services from other sources and hold the Contractor liable for 

any excess cost occasioned thereby. 

M. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 

The Contractor and any employees, agents, or other persons or entities acting on behalf 

of the Contractor shall act in an independent capacity and not as officers, employees, or 

agents of the County. 

N. NON-EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT 

Nothing herein is intended nor shall be construed as creating any exclusive arrangement 

with the selected Contractor. The contract shall not restrict the County from acquiring 

similar, equal, or like goods and/or services from other sources. 
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SECTION 5: SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Below is an example of the Pender County Terms and Conditions that will be presented to the 

contractor(s) prior to award for executing to perform the EWP projects. The contractor shall 

review and accept the Pender County Terms and Conditions subject to award: 

 

Pender County Terms and Conditions 
 
 

In entering this Contract with Pender County North Carolina (the “County), your company (the 

“Vendor”), acknowledges and agrees to abide by the Terms and Conditions set forth below, 

which shall supersede any conflicting terms and conditions. 

 

1. COUNTY RIGHT TO CANCEL OR RESCIND – The County reserves the right to cancel or 

otherwise rescind a Purchase Order based on the County’s best interest. 

 

2. PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRED – The County will not be responsible for any equipment, 

supplies, and/or services delivered without a Purchase Order and assumes no obligation for 

products or services shipped or delivered in excess of the quantity ordered. Any unauthorized 

products or services are subject to the County’s rejection and shall be returned at the Vendor’s 

expense. 

 

3. VENDOR FAILURE TO DELIVER – In the event of Vendor’s failure to deliver as and when 

specified, or to perform as and when specified, the County reserves the right to cancel this 

order, or any part thereof, without prejudice to its other rights, and Vendor agrees that the 

County may return part of any shipment so made and may charge Vendor with any loss 

expense sustained as a result of such failure to deliver or perform. 

 

4. CHANGES – If Vendor refuses to accept this purchase order exactly as written, Vendor will 

return it at once with explanation. Any changes to this Purchase Order will be considered a 

‘Change Order’ and requires the written acceptance of both parties to become effective. This 

will include product or service substitutions, cost changes, and delivery schedule changes. 

 

5. INVOICES – Vendor will deliver invoices to the County at the address or electronically at 

website shown on the face of this Purchase Order. Vendor will send separate invoices for each 

purchase order number and invoices must be itemized in accordance with the items listed on 

the Purchase Order. 

 

6. PRICE – The itemized price listed for products and services on the Vendor invoice must match 

that specified on the Purchase Order. No boxing, packing, cartage, or shipping charges will be 

allowed by the County unless specifically authorized on the face of this Purchase Order. Any 
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cash discount period to County will date from County’s receipt of the invoice or from the date 

of the receipt of goods, whichever is later. 

 

7. TAXES – Vendor shall pay all sales or use taxes that are or become due in connection with 

any products or services provided hereunder and shall indemnify and save harmless the County 

from any damages, costs, fees, expenses, or penalties on account of such taxes. Vendor is 

required to list all applicable taxes as separate lines on the face of the invoice.    

 

8. DELIVERY/TITLE – Unless otherwise agreed, delivery shall be f.o.b. point of destination and 

title shall pass to County upon acceptance at the final delivery point. Risk of damages or loss 

following shipment and prior to acceptance by County shall be the responsibility of Vendor. 

 

9. RIGHT OF INSPECTION AND REJECTION – Equipment, supplies, and services supplied by 

Vendor shall be received subject to the County’s inspection and approval either during 

manufacturing or delivery (with prior arrangement), or within a reasonable time after delivery, 

notwithstanding prior payment. If specifications or warranties are not met, material and 

equipment may be returned at Vendor’s expense.  No material or equipment returned to 

Vendor as defective shall be replaced except upon the County’s formal authorization. 

 

10. ASSIGNMENT – Neither this Purchase Order nor any interest therein nor shall any claim 

arising hereunder be transferred or assigned by Vendor without the prior written consent of 

the County. Vendor may transfer or assign the benefits of this agreement, in whole or in part, 

including without limitation the County’s warranty, without the approval of County. 

 

11. WARRANTY/PERFORMANCE – Vendor warrants that the products and services furnished 

pursuant to this Purchase Order shall: (a) comply with all federal, state and local laws applicable 

thereto; (b) satisfy all requirements set forth on the face of this purchase order and any 

applicable documentation incorporated herein; (c) meet industry standards and be suitable for 

the purpose intended; (d) be of merchantable quality; and (e) be free from defects in title, 

labor, material or fabrication. 

 

12. INDEMIFICATION - INFRINGEMENT – Vendor will defend, indemnify, and save the County 

harmless from any and all loss, damages, costs, fees, and expenses incurred on account of any 

and all claims, suits, or judgments alleging that any product or service provided under this 

purchase order violates any patent, copyright, trade secret, trade name, or any other 

intellectual property right of any nature. 

 

13. INDEMNIFICATION – DAMAGES – If any product provided hereunder is defective in any 

respect whatsoever, Vendor will defend, indemnify, and save County harmless from all loss, 

damages, costs, fees, and expenses incurred by reason of such defect, including without 

limitation all liability arising from any accidents, injuries, or damages to persons or property 

that may result in whole or in part from such product. 
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14. INDEMNIFICATION – CONSEQUENCES OF ACTIONS - If Vendor performs services or 

constructs, erects, inspects, or delivers hereunder, Vendor will indemnify and save harmless the 

County from all loss, damages, costs, fees, or expenses incurred in connection with any 

accidents, injuries, or damages to persons or property that may result in whole or in part from 

the performance thereof. 

 

15. USE OF COUNTY NAME OR LOGO – Vendor agrees not to release any advertising or other 

materials using the County’s trademark, quoting the opinion of any County employee, or 

implying in any way that the County indorses Vendor or its products or services. 

 

16. FEDERAL OR STATE STATUTE – Vendor represents and warrants that no federal or state 

statute or regulation or municipal ordinance has been or will be violated in the manufacture, 

sale, or delivery of any product or service sold and delivered hereunder and if such violation has 

or does occur, Vendor will indemnify and save the County harmless from all loss, penalties, 

fees, costs, and expenses resulting in whole or in part from such violation.  

 

17. E-VERIFY REQUIREMENTS – As a condition for payment under this purchase order, Vendor 

shall: (i) comply with N.C. Gen. Stat. Sections 64-25 et seq. (the “E-Verify Requirements”); and 

(ii) cause each subcontractor hereunder to comply with such requirements. Vendor will 

indemnify and save harmless the County from all losses, damages, fees, costs, expenses, fines, 

and other liabilities resulting from any failure by Vendor or any subcontractor to comply with 

the E-Verify Requirements. 

 

18. INSURANCE –The Vendor shall not commence work until they provide proof of all insurance 

coverage required to perform the type of work specified in the RFP and project Plans & 

Specifications. Vendor shall secure, before delivery of any goods or services hereunder, 

Commercial General Liability insurance in an amount not less than $1,000,000 bodily injury 

each occurrence/aggregate and $1,000,000 property damage each occurrence/aggregate, or 

$1,000,000 bodily injury and property damage combined single limits each occurrence/ 

aggregate, with the County as additional insured. Vendor shall produce an insurance certificate 

evidencing such coverage upon request by the County. The Vendor shall provide and maintain 

during the life of this contract Workman’s Compensation Insurance for all employees employed 

at the site of the projects under their contract in compliance with North Carolina requirements. 

 

The County may require additional insurance coverage, if such work involves the Vendor 

operating on State, Federal, navigable, or open waters. The contractor shall provide and 

maintain insurance if the work performed is on navigable waters defined by 33 CFR, Part 329, 

Federal or State waters, or other waterways may require insurance to comply with the 

requirements of the Jones Act, and/or the Longshoreman and Harbor Workers Compensation 

Act. If applicable, the Contractor shall provide proof of insurance coverage and compliance with 

the insurances specified by both of the above Acts. 
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19. STRICT COMPLIANCE – The County may at any time insist upon strict compliance with these 

terms and conditions notwithstanding any previous custom, practice, or course of dealing.  

 

20. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS – Current Material Safety Data Sheets, when applicable to 

the order, shall be provided by Vendor in accordance with all regulations.  

 

21. VENUE FOR LEGAL ACTIONS – This purchase order is governed by North Carolina law 

without regard to its conflicts of law principles. Any legal actions arising from this purchase 

order shall be brought in Pender County, North Carolina. 

 

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

CONTRACT TERM 

The initial contract period will begin on the date of contract issuance by the County and 

continue for one (1) year with the option to renew for one additional one (1) year 

period, if mutually agreed upon by both parties. 

Written notice of intent to renew shall not be required. Issuance of a purchase order 

shall constitute exercise of the renewal option. 

QUESTIONS 

Questions regarding this RFP must be received prior to the deadline indicated on the 

cover page. 

CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS 

Contractors shall have the capability in all respects to fully perform the services or 

provide the goods specified and have the experience necessary to assure the County of 

good faith performance of the contract. Three examples of relevant qualifications and 

experience with similar projects are required to be submitted with this RFP.  

CONTRACT/AGREEMENT 

Following award, a contract/agreement will be executed between the offeror and the 

County. A sample contract is included with this RFP as Attachment G: Sample Contract 

for the Provision of Services. Do not return the sample contract with the proposal; it is 

provided for informational purposes only. 

PRICE ADJUSTMENT 

Prices shall remain firm for the initial contract period. Should the County exercise the 

option to renew the contract for additional one-year period, the Contractor may request 

a price increase prior to the end of the then current period, but no guaranty is implied 

that a price increase will be granted. The price increase, if any, for the renewal period 

shall not exceed the change of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Emergency 
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Management Directors Series ID 11-9161 not seasonally adjusted as published by the 

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics for the latest twelve months for which statistics 

are available. 

The new contract price(s) shall be calculated by applying the published index percentage 

change to the then current unit price(s). The newly adjusted price(s) will become 

effective as soon as possible but not prior the date of the renewal period, and will apply 

to goods or services requested on or after the effective date of the new price. The 

Contractor shall submit a written request for a price increase to the County. When 

applicable, evidence/proof of price change from the manufacturer or other relevant 

source shall accompany the price increase request. Price increases will not be automatic 

and are subject to approval by the County. If approved by the County, price increases 

may be limited to a maximum of 3% for each one-year renewal period. 

If a price decrease is provided, such price decrease shall be immediately passed on to 

the County. 

The County reserves the right to request a reduction in price based on economic factors 

or market conditions during contract term according to changes in the specified index or 

other factors. 

CPI information and detailed statistics including current percentage changes can be 

accessed at http://www.bls.gov/cpi. 

METHOD OF ORDERING 

The County will issue a purchase order to the Contractor as authorization to provide the 

goods or services specified on the order. 

EXAMINATION OF CONDITIONS 

Each offeror shall fully investigate site conditions and determine work conditions and 

take necessary measures to ensure a complete understanding of the specifications and 

work requirements. Failure to become familiar with the site conditions or work 

conditions will not relieve the offeror from furnishing all materials or performing the 

work in accordance with the plans, specifications, or Scope of Work. 

SCHEDULING AND DELAYS 

The parties to a contract resulting from this RFP acknowledge that all or part of the work 

to be performed hereunder may be delayed and extended at the option of the County. 

Such delays may be caused by delays, denials, and modifications of the various state or 

federal permits, or for other reasons. The County shall not be required to pay any of the 

Contractor’s direct or indirect costs, or claims for compensation, extended overhead, or 

other damage or consequential damages arising out of or related to any delays or 

interruptions required or ordered by the County. If the County delays the project for any 
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reason for a continuous period of ninety (90) days or more, the County and Contractor 

will negotiate a mutually agreeable adjustment to the Contractor’s award amount. 

COMPLIANCE WITH UNIFORM RULES FOR PROCUREMENT (SUPER 

CIRCULAR, 2 C.F.R.) 

Contracts funded with federal grant funds must be procured in a manner that conforms 

with all applicable Federal laws, policies, and standards. The following additional Terms 

and Conditions are incorporated into this RFP and any resulting contract, as required by 

the Uniform Rules for procurement published by the U.S. Office of Management and 

Budget’s (OMB) Super Circular or the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 2, Chapter 200 

(2 C.F.R. 200) as effective December 26, 2014.  

i. Debarment and Suspension 

(1) This contract is a covered transaction for purposes of 2 C.F.R. pt. 180 and 2 C.F.R. 

pt. 3000. As such the Contractor is required to verify that none of the Contractor, 

its principals (defined at 2 C.F.R. § 180.995), or its affiliates (defined at 2 C.F.R. § 

180.905) are excluded (defined at 2 C.F.R. § 180.940) or disqualified (defined at 2 

C.F.R. § 180.935). 

(2) The Contractor must comply with 2 C.F.R. pt. 180, Subpart C and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000, 

Subpart C and must include a requirement to comply with these regulations in 

any lower tier covered transaction it enters into.  

(3) This certification is a material representation of fact relied upon by Pender 

County. If it is later determined that the Contractor did not comply with 2 C.F.R. 

pt. 180, subpart C and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000, subpart C, in addition to remedies 

available to the State of North Carolina and Pender County, the Federal 

Government may pursue available remedies, including but not limited to 

suspension and/or debarment. 

(4) The Offeror agrees to comply with the requirements of 2 C.F.R. pt. 180, Subpart C 

and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000, Subpart C while this offer is valid and throughout the period 

of any contract that may arise from this offer. The Offeror further agrees to 

include a provision requiring such compliance in its lower tier covered 

transactions. 

ii. Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment 

Contractors who apply or bid for an award of $100,000 or more shall file the required 

certification. Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal 

appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to 

influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, officer or 

employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with 
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obtaining any Federal contract, grant, or any other award covered by 31 U.S.C. § 1352. 

Each tier shall also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that takes place in 

connection with obtaining any Federal award. Such disclosures are forwarded from tier 

to tier up to the recipient. 

iii. Access to Records 

(1) The Contractor agrees to provide Pender County, the State of North Carolina, the 

FEMA Administrator, the Comptroller General of the United States, or any of their 

authorized representatives access to any books, documents, papers, and records 

of the Contractor which are directly pertinent to this contract for the purposes of 

making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcriptions.  

(2) The Contractor agrees to permit any of the foregoing parties to reproduce by any 

means whatsoever or to copy excerpts and transcriptions as reasonably needed. 

(3) The Contractor agrees to provide the FEMA Administrator or his authorized 

representative’s access to construction or other work sites pertaining to the work 

being completed under the contract. 

iv. USDA Seal, Logo, and Flags 

The Contractor shall not use US Department of Agriculture (USDA) seals, logos, crests, 

banners, or reproductions of flags or likenesses of the USDA agency officials without 

specific preapproval from USDA. Pender County logos or seals or the like, are also 

prohibited from use at any time or on any site during the project implementation.  

v. Compliance with Federal Law, Regulations, and Executive Orders 

This is an acknowledgement that USDA financial assistance will be used to fund the 

contract only. The Contractor will comply will all applicable federal law, regulations, 

executive orders, USDA policies, procedures, and directives. 

vi. No Obligation by Federal Government 

The Federal Government is not a party to this contract and is not subject to any 

obligations or liabilities to the non-Federal entity, Contractor, or any other party 

pertaining to any matter resulting from the contract. 

vii. Program Fraud and False or Fraudulent Statements or Related Acts 

The Contractor acknowledges that 31 U.S.C. Chap. 38 (Administrative Remedies for False 

Claims and Statements) applies to the Contractor’s actions pertaining to this contract. 

viii. Full and Open Competition 

This RFP is being solicited with the intent to provide full and open competition and no 

preferences will be assigned based on geographic location or socio-economic status of 

the offeror.  
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ix. Disadvantaged Business Enterprises 

Qualified small businesses, minority-owned businesses, women-owned businesses, and 

otherwise disadvantaged businesses are encouraged to submit offers in response to this 

RFP. The contractor is encouraged to seek and solicit disadvantaged business 

enterprises for any work scopes where such businesses could provide services and/or 

wares.          
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ATTACHMENT A: PROPOSAL FORM 
Completed, signed, and notarized form shall be submitted with the proposal. Please attach a 

copy of your registration with the North Carolina Secretary of State.  

OFFEROR INFORMATION:  

Firm/Company Name (legal name):          

Mailing Address:            

             

              

Payment Address (if different from mailing address):       

             

              

Firm Telephone Number:            

Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN):         

Social Security Number (only if FEIN is NOT provided):        

Representative Name/Title:           

Representative Telephone Number:          

Representative Email Address:           

AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

By signature of this form, I certify that the firm identified above in Item A is legally 

authorized to transact business in the State of North Carolina. A copy of the Certification of 

Existence or registration is attached to this form.  

North Carolina Secretary of State Identification Number (SOSID):      

- OR - 

Firm/company is not required to have/maintain registration because:     
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PAYMENT TERMS 

☐   Net 30 

☐   Other (Specify):            

If payment terms are not specified above, then the terms shall be Net 30 Days. 

ADDENDA 

Offeror hereby acknowledges receipt of and incorporation of all requirements of any 

addenda issued for this RFP: 

Addendum No.      Dated:       

Addendum No.      Dated:       

Addendum No.      Dated:       

Addendum No.      Dated:       

EXCEPTIONS 

Indicate if the Bidder notes exceptions to the RFP by acknowledging the appropriate 

statement below, as applicable, and explain if so: 

☐   Offeror understands and agrees to all terms, conditions, requirements, and 

specifications stated herein. 

☐   Offeror takes exception to terms, conditions, requirements, or specifications stated 

herein Offeror must itemize all exceptions below (attach additional pages if 

necessary): 

The following exceptions to this RFP are noted (attach additional sheets if 

necessary):           
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NOTE: Exceptions taken from the stated terms and/or specifications may be cause 

for proposals to be deemed "non-responsive". 

COOPERATIVE PURCHASING 

Offeror will extend term, conditions, and prices to other jurisdictions. 

☐   Yes 

☐   No 

PROPOSAL CHECKLIST 

This checklist is provided to assist offerors in submitting proposals. The proposal should 

include the following information in the quantities specified in Section 2.B Proposal 

Submission Requirements. 

☐   Proposals developed according to the outline specified in Section 2.C Proposal 

Format Requirements and according to the instructions in Section 2.B Proposal 

Submission Requirements and elsewhere in this RFP. 

☐   Attachment A: Proposal Form 

☐   Attachment B: References Form 

☐   Attachment C: Bid Schedule 

☐   Attachment D: Offeror’s Certification Form 

☐   Attachment E: Certification Regarding Lobbying 

☐   Attachment F: Pender County Vendor Form and Completed W-9 Form 

☐   Other: FS 25-Bid, Payment, and Performance Bond Form 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

The offeror certifies that their proposal has not been arrived at collusively or otherwise in 

violation of federal, state, or local laws. Any purchase order, check requisition or contract 

from which any agent, officer, or employee of the County or any relative thereof, will realize 

a financial gain, directly or indirectly, shall be void, except that before the execution of a 

purchase order, check requisition or contract, the County shall have the authority to waive 
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compliance with this section when it finds such action to be in the best interest of the 

County. 

AUTHORIZATION 

In accordance with the terms, conditions and specifications of this RFP, the undersigned 

agrees to furnish the items and/or services requested. The undersigned acknowledges that 

the proposal is valid for a period of 180 days from the due date and certifies he/she has 

read, understands, and agrees to all terms, conditions, and requirements of this RFP and is 

authorized to contract on behalf of firm named below. 

Firm Name:             

Print Name:              

Title:              

Signature:              

Date:              

 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this                                         day of                            , 2022. 

Notary Public:        

My Commission expires:       
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ATTACHMENT B: REFERENCES  

Completed form shall be submitted with the proposal. Provide at least three references. 

References must be for similar services provided and must have been completed within the past 

5 years. 

Offeror Name:             

Reference 1: 

Name of Entity or Business:           

Street Address:             

City, State and Zip Code:            

Contact Name and Title:            

Phone Number:             

Email Address:             

Contract Dates:             

Contract Amount:            

Description and Date of Services Provided:        

             

              

Reference 2: 

Name of Entity or Business:           

Street Address:             

City, State and Zip Code:            

Contact Name and Title:            

Phone Number:             

Email Address:             

Contract Dates:             

Contract Amount:            

Description and Date of Services Provided:        
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Offeror Name:             

 

Reference 3: 

Name of Entity or Business:           

Street Address:             

City, State and Zip Code:            

Contact Name and Title:            

Phone Number:             

Email Address:             

Contract Dates:             

Contract Amount:            

Description and Date of Services Provided:        

             

              

 

NOTE: Do not include or attach additional pages. 
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BLANK PAGE- 

SEE BID SCHEDULE ON FOLLOWING PAGE (pg 55) 

*(disregard page header indicating “Attachment B: References” at top of pg 55 ) 
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ATTACHMENT C: BID SCHEDULE* 

Pender County-Emergency Watershed Project 

USDA/NRCS Sediment Removal Project 

September 26, 2022 

DSR-494/Site 1-Northeast Cape Fear River 

SCOPE OF WORK: Sediment removal in 1500 LF X 40 LF channel to -7.5 ft. below 

MLW between STA 0+00 and 15+00 

SF-Square Ft.; LS=Lump Sum; CYS=Cubic Yards; NA=Not Applicable                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                 Total=    

 

*BID ALTERNATE ITEM-Vegetation Removal and Disposal on Adjacent 

River Bank (will not be awarded to Contractor unless County deems necessary) 

 

Submitted By: ______________________________________________ 

Company:__________________________________________________ 

Date:_____________________________________ 

      

Item No. Description of Work Quantity Units Unit 
Price($) 

Extended Amount ($) 
 

1 Mobilization/Demobilization (paid 50% each) 1 NA   

2 Sediment Removal/Transportation/Disposal (by 
volume) 

10,800 CYS   

3 Seeding/Mulching-Staging Area 21,780 SF   

4 Seeding/Mulching-Disposal Area 43,560 SF   

5 Pre-Construction/Interim Surveys/Post-
Construction Survey for Pay Request (sealed by 
NC Registered Land Surveyor) 

4 EACH   

6 Daily Dredge-Cut Profile Surveying- RLS 
stationed on barge everyday for dredging duration 

1 LS   

7 Turbidity Testing-(performed hourly every day for 
project duration until notified otherwise)  

1 LS   
 

8 Install and Maintain Turbidity/Silt Curtain 1 LS   
 

  

9 Vegetation/ Debris Removal & Disposal (adj.) 200 CYS   
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ATTACHMENT D: OFFEROR’S CERTIFICATION FORM 
A completed, signed, and notarized form shall be submitted with the proposal. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have carefully examined the Request for Proposal (RFP) and any other documents accompanying or 

made a part of this RFP including Plans & Specifications, and Construction Notes. 

I hereby propose to perform the services as specified in the Scope of Work of this RFP and Plans & 

Specifications at the Lump Sum and Unit Rates described on the completed Attachment C: Bid 

Schedule for Streambank Stabilization Services for DSR- 489 and DSR-494. 

I certify that all information contained in this proposal is truthful to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. I further certify that I am duly authorized to submit this proposal on behalf of the firm, and that 

the firm is ready, willing, and able to perform if awarded a contract by Pender County. 

I further certify, under oath, that this proposal is made without prior understanding, agreement, 

connection, discussion, or collusion with any other person, firm or corporation submitting a proposal 

for the same product or service; no officer employee or agent of the County of Pender or any other 

offeror is interested in said proposal; and that the undersigned executed this Offeror’s Certification 

with full knowledge and understanding of the matters therein contained and was duly authorized to do 

so. 

It is distinctly understood that Pender County reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. 

Name of Firm:              

Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN):          

Mailing Address:              

City, State, Zip Code:              

Phone:       Email:          

Name and Title:              

Authorized Signature:             

Date:                

Subscribed and sworn to before me this                                         day of                                          , 2018. 

Notary Public:        

My Commission expires:      
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ATTACHMENT E: CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 
A completed and signed form shall be submitted with each proposal offer exceeding $100,000. 

Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements 

The undersigned [Contractor] certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge, that: 

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to 

any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of an agency, a Member 

of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in 

connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of 

any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, 

renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for 

influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an 

officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this 

Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit 

Standard Form LLL, “Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying,” in accordance with its instructions. 

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award 

documents for all sub awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub grants, and contracts under 

grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub recipients shall certify and disclose 

accordingly. 

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this 

transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or 

entering into this transaction imposed by 31, U.S.C. § 1352 (as amended by the Lobbying Disclosure Act 

of 1995). Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not 

less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure. 

The Contractor,          , certifies or affirms 

the truthfulness and accuracy of each statement of its certification and disclosure, if any. In addition, 

the Contractor understands and agrees that the provisions of 31 U.S.C. § 3801 et seq., apply to this 

certification and disclosure, if any. 

 

Signature of Contractor’s Authorized Official:          

Name and Title of Contractor’s Authorized Official:          

Date:               
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ATTACHMENT F: PENDER COUNTY VENDOR FORM AND W9 
A completed and signed Pender County Vendor Form shall be submitted with each proposal offer along with a 

completed W-9 Form. Please find these forms attached on the following pages. 

 

Pender County Vendor Form Not Required by Vendor for This Project 

Only Submit W-9 
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ATTACHMENT G: SAMPLE PENDER COUNTY CONTRACT FOR THE 

PROVISION OF SERVICES 
Attachment G is provided for the review and reference of offerors only and does not need to be submitted with 

proposal offers. The selected Contractor will be expected to enter into an agreement based upon this sample 

contract. Any exceptions or deviations to the language contained in the sample contract or this RFP that the 

offeror wishes to propose for consideration must be noted on Attachment A: Proposal Form and submitted with 

the offeror’s proposal. 

Pender County Government 

805 S. Walker Street 

Burgaw, North Carolina  28425 

 

SAMPLE CONTRACT 
PO # XXXX 

September 26, 2022 
 

This contract is entered into by and between Pender County Government, Burgaw, North Carolina 28560, 
hereinafter called the County and    hereinafter referred to as Consultant, to provide   
 to Pender County. 
 
1. Contract Specifications: These attachments will be incorporated into the basic contract. The parties hereto 

agree that contractor shall provide items and assume obligations set forth herein and in Attachments "A" 
through "C".  In the event of any inconsistency between terms, conditions or provisions appearing in 
Attachment "A" through "C", and terms and conditions of the basic contract, the provisions of the basic 
contract shall apply. In addition to the terms set forth herein, this contract consists of: 

• Attachment (A)  Pender County General Provisions 

• Attachment (B) Pender County Purchase Order (if applicable) 

• Attachment (C) Contractor Agreement (if applicable) 

• Attachment (D)       RFP and Bid Response 
 

2. Contractor Requirements: Contractor will provide     

 
3. Contract Period: Contract will become effective on date signed by both parties for and conclude when 

services are complete on or before __________. 
 
4. Payment: As consideration for Pender County’s receipt and delivery of services described in item “2” above, 

Pender County agrees to pay the contractor a payment of $  . The date of issue of the Pender County 
check is the date of payment. 

  
5. Place of Services: All services that are the subject of this contract shall be delivered to the following 

address(es):     .  
 

6. Obligations: Any claims or liabilities created by this contract are the exclusive responsibility of Pender 
County.  This contract shall not be construed to obligate any other Pender County fund or monies. 
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7. Taxes:  This contract is subject to any applicable taxes. Pender County is not exempt from NC sales tax.  
 
8. Inspection: Inspection will be made after delivery at the destination specified.  Any discrepancies with the 

services not in conformity with the specification of this contract will be addressed in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s warranties. 

 
9. Modifications/Changes: This contract may be modified by written agreement of both parties. The contractor 

will not represent in any manner, expressly or by implication, that services purchased under this contract are 
approved or endorsed by any element of the local government. Any advertisement by the Contractor, which 
refers to Pender County activity, will contain a statement that the advertisement was neither paid for nor 
sponsored, in whole or in part, by the particular activity. 

  
10. Entire Agreement: This contract represents the final and entire agreement of the parties and may not be 

contradicted by evidence of prior, contemporaneous, or subsequent oral agreements of the parties.  No 
additional agreements, term, or conditions may be implied.  In the event of conflict between the North 
Carolina General Statutes, the provisions of the basic contract and the provisions of any attachment hereto, 
the N.C. General Statutes, followed by the provisions of the basic contract govern. 

 
11. Choice of Law: Exclusive Venue. Notwithstanding the principles of conflicts of law, the internal laws of the 

State of North Carolina shall govern and control the validity, interpretation, performance, and enforcement of 
this Agreement. Exclusive venue for any action, whether at law or in equity, shall be Pender County. 

 
Executed By: 
 
For Pender County:     For Contractor:     
  
Signature:      Signature:      
  
 
Printed Name:        Printed Name:        
 
Title:   Planning Director  Title:         
 
Company:   Pender County Govt   Company Name:      
 
Address:       Address:       
 
City:     Burgaw    City:        
 
State:    North Carolina   State:        
 
Zip Code  28425    Zip Code:       
 
Phone Number:      Phone Number:       
                                                                          
Date:                                            Date:        
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This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the Local Government Budget and Fiscal Control 
Act. 

 
 

     
Finance Officer 
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General Provisions 
Attachment (A) 

 
I-1. Definitions     I-16. Warranty 
I-2. E-Verify      I-17. Item Substitution and Variation 
I-3. Gratuities and Contingent Fees   I-18. Inspection and Acceptance 
I-4. Officials not to Benefit    I-19. Availability of Funds 
I-5. Oral Representations    I-20. Invoicing and Payment 
I-6. Non-Appropriation    I-21. Withholding 
I-7. Representations     I-22. Contractor Liability 
I-8. Advertisements     I-23. Termination 
I-9. Subcontracting     I-24. Requests for Monetary or other Relief 
I-10. Assignment     I-25. Notification of Debarment or Suspension Status 
I-11. Iran Divestment Act    I-26. Equal Employment Opportunity 
I-12. Permits and Licenses    I-27. Drug-Free Work Place 
I-13. Non-Waiver or Defaults    I-28. Accident Prevention, Fire Protection, and Sanitation 
I-14. Indemnity     I-29. Standards 
I-15. Insurance     I-30. Force Majeure 
                                                                                                     I-31.       Federal Funds     
 
I-1.    Definitions:  As used throughout this contract, the following terms shall have the meaning set out below: 

A. “Pender County” refers to the Pender County Government activities and organizations. 
B. “Contract” Identifies this contract or any modification thereto. 
C. “Finance Director” means a person authorized in writing to execute and administer the contract on behalf of 

Pender County or said Finance Director’s successor or successors. (Note: Other Pender County and Government 
Officials, who by virtue of their positions are concerned with the administration and operation of this contract, 
may take certain administrative actions on behalf of the Finance Director. These Officials may conduct 
inspections, process, and collect contract payments, make administrative decisions, and perform other duties of an 
administrative nature. They may not waive or change contract terms; impose additional contract requirements; 
issue cure, showing cause, or termination notices; or render final decisions according to Contract terms. (Refer all 
questions concerning the authority of other Pender County or Government Officials to the Finance Director.) 

D. “Contractor or vendor” means the individual, partnership, corporation, or other entity which is a party to this 
contract and who is responsible for all actions, performance and work there under, to include that of any 
subcontractor or vendor. 

 
I-2.   E-Verify: As a condition of payment for services rendered under this agreement, Vendor or Contractor shall comply 

with the requirements of Article 2 of Chapter 64 of the General Statutes.  Further, if Vendor or Contractor provides the 
services to the County utilizing a subcontractor, Vendor or Contractor shall require the subcontractor to comply with 
the requirements of Article 2 of Chapter 64 of the General Statutes as well.  Vendor or Contractor shall verify, by 
affidavit, compliance of the terms of this section upon request by the County. 

 
I-3.    Gratuities and Contingent Fees:  Contractor warrants that no person or selling agency has been employed or retained 

to secure this contract upon an agreement or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee 
excepting bona fide employees or bona fide established commercial selling agencies retained by contractor or vendor 
for the purpose of securing business. Contractor warrants that no gratuities (Entertainment, gifts, etc.) were or will be 
offered or given by the Contractor or any person representing the Contractor to any Pender County Commissioner, 
employee, or spouse of an employee/Commissioner. For breach of either of the warranties, Pender County may 
terminate this and all other Pender County Contracts for default and deduct from amounts due under this or other 
contracts, or bill contractor or vendor for the total value of any contingent fee or gratuity. 

 
I-4.    Officials Not to Benefit: No person or Commissioner involved in the purchasing process and/or contracting of this 

agreement, shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract, or to any benefit that may arise there from; but this 
provision shall not be construed to extend to this contract if made with a corporation for its general benefit. 
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I-5.    Oral Representations: This written Contract includes the entire agreement between the parties. Pender County will 
not be bound by any oral or written representation not included in the written contract or a change or amendments 
thereto. Pender County will not be bound by any terms on contractor or vendor forms or letter unless such terms are 
specifically agreed to and incorporated in the contract and signed by the Finance Director. 

 
I-6.   Non-Appropriation: All funds for payment by County under this Contract are subject to the availability of any annual 

appropriation for this purpose by the Board of Commissioners.  In the event of non-appropriation of funds by the 
Board of Commissioners under the Contract, County will terminate the Contract, without termination charge or 
liability, on the last day of the then-current fiscal year or when the appropriation made for then-current year for the 
services/items covered by this Contract is spent, whichever occurs first. If at any time funds are not appropriated for 
the continuance of this Contract, cancellation shall be accepted upon three (3) days prior written notice, but failure to 
give such notice shall be of no effect and County shall not be obligated under this Contract beyond the date of 
termination.        

 
I-7.    Representations:  The Contractor will not represent itself to be an agent or representative of Pender County or any 

other agency or instrumentality of the US Government. 
 
I-8.   Advertisements:  The Contractor will not represent in any manner, expressly or by implication, those items or services 

purchased or sold under this contract are approved or endorsed by any element of Pender County Government. Any 
advertisement, including cents off coupons, by the Contractor which refers to Pender County activity will contain a 
statement that the advertisement was neither paid for nor sponsored, in whole or in part, by the particular activity. 

 
I-9.     Subcontracting:  Contractor shall not subcontract any part of the work to be performed without the prior written 

consent of the Finance Director. Any subcontractor or vendor used in connection with this contract is the agent of the 
Finance Director. 

 
I-10.  Assignment:  Contractor may not assign its rights or delegate its obligations under this contract without the prior 

written consent of the Finance Director. 
 
I-11.  Iran Divestment Act:  Seller certifies that: (i) Seller is not listed on the Iran Divestment List created by the State 

Treasurer pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 147-86.58 (the “Final Divestment List”), and (ii) Seller will not utilize any 
subcontractor performing work under this Purchase Order which is listed on the Final Divestment List.  The Final 
Divestment List can be found on the State Treasurer’s website at the address www.nctreasurer.com/Iran and should be 
updated every 180 days. 

 
I-12.   Permits and Licenses:  Contractor will, at his own expense, obtain all necessary permits, give all notices, pay all 

license fees, and comply with all laws, rules, ordinances, and regulations relating to the preservation of the public 
health or applicable to the services or business carried on under this contract. The burden of determining applicability 
of licensing requirements, laws, ordinances, and regulations for Contractor and his employee’s rests with the 
Contractor. 

 
I-13.  Non-Waiver or Defaults:  Any failure by Pender County at any time to enforce or require strict performance of any 

terms or conditions of this contract will not constitute waiver thereof and will not affect or impair such terms and 
conditions in any way or Pender County’s right at any time to avail itself of such remedies as it may have for breach or 
breaches of such terms and conditions. 

 
I-14.   Indemnity: 

A. Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend Pender County, their agents, representatives, employees, 
and customers from any and all suits, judgments and claims, including those established by or pursuant to 
court decisions, to international agreements, or duly promulgated regulations of the United States Government, 
and all charges and expenses incident thereto which arise out of or in connection with: 

1. The alleged or established violation or infringement of any patent, copyright or trademark rights 
asserted by any third party with regard to items or services provided by Contractor: 
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2. Loss, death, damage, or injury alleged or established to have arisen out of or in connection with 
products, services, or equipment provided by Contractor, unless such loss, death, damage, or injury was 
caused by Pender County, its representatives, or employees. 

3. Any loss, death, damage, or injury alleged or established to have arisen out of or in connection with any 
other acts or omissions of the Contractor, the Contractor’s subcontractor or vendors, representatives, 
agents, or employees. 

B. Pender County will give Contractor notice and an opportunity to defend. 
 

I-15.   Insurance: During the term of the Contract, the Contractor or vendor at its sole cost and expense shall provide 

commercial insurance of such type and with such terms and limits as may be reasonably associated with the contract.  

As a minimum, the Contractor or vendor shall provide and maintain the following coverage and limits. 

A. Worker’s Compensation – The Contractor or vendor shall provide and maintain worker’s compensation insurance, 
as required by the laws of North Carolina, as well as employer’s liability coverage with minimum limits of 
$150,000, covering all of Contractor or vendor’s employees who are engaged in any work under the contract.  If 
any work is sublet, the Contractor or vendor shall require the subcontractor to provide the same coverage for any 
of his employees engaged in any work under the contract.  
 

B. Commercial General Liability – General Liability Coverage, on a Comprehensive Broad Form on an occurrence 
basis in the minimum amount of $500,000.00 combined single limit (Defense cost shall be in excess of the limit 
of liability). 

 

C. Automobile – Automobile Liability Insurance, to include liability coverage, covering all owned, hired, and non-
owned vehicles used in connection with the contract.  The minimum combined single limit shall be $150,000.00 
bodily injury and property damage; $150,000.00 uninsured/under-insured motorist; and $1,000.00 medical 
payment. 

 
I-16.   Warranty:  Contractor warrants that: 

A. The items furnished shall be merchantable, and fit and sufficient for the use intended and are not “seconds” as 
the term is normally understood in the trade. This warranty shall survive acceptance by Pender County of the 
items and is in addition to other warranties of additional scope given by the Contractor to Pender County. 

B. The items or services furnished under this contract are covered by the most favorable warranties the Contractor 
gives to any customer for such items or services and that the rights and remedies provided in the Contractor’s 
warranties are in addition to and do not limit any rights afforded to Pender County by any other clause of this 
contract. 

C. Where applicable, the items furnished under this contract have been manufactured in accordance with 
Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc. (UL) standard, or if manufactured overseas, the overseas equivalent of UL and 
the applicable item and/or component items carry the appropriate UL or overseas equivalent seal of approval. 

D. Items, packing, and packaging provided will comply with all contract terms and with all laws, rules, and 
regulations applicable to delivery for domestic resale. Contractor shall comply with the Magnuson-Moss 
Warranty Act on all sales to Pender County. 

 
I-17.   Item Substitution and Variation in Quantity:  No substitution or variation in the quantity of any item called for by 

this contract will be accepted unless authorized by the Finance Director. 
 
I-18.   Inspection and Acceptance: the government per the following shall make inspection and acceptance: 

A. The Contractor shall maintain an in process and end-item quantity control program to ensure shipments to Pender 
County activities do not include defective/non-conforming items. 

B. Inspection and acceptance shall not be conclusive with respect to latent defects or fraud, or with respect to 
Pender County rights under the warranty provisions contained herein. 

C. In case any supplies or services are defective in material or workmanship, or are otherwise not in conformity 
with the requirements of this contract, the Pender County shall have the right to reject such supplies or services, 
or to require replacement or correction. Rejected supplies shall be removed by and at the expense of the 
Contractor promptly after notice. When such rejection, correction or replacement requires transportation of the 
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supplies or part thereof, all shipping and administrative costs to and from the Contractor’s plant shall also be 
borne by the Contractor. 

D. In case of refund, the Contractor shall be liable to the Pender County for the additional costs of re-procurement 
(if any). In no event will the liability of Contractor for cost and losses, and for re-procurement exceed an amount 
equal to the original purchase price of the defective item. 

E. The provisions of this clause do not affect the rights or obligations of either party, as they may be provided for in 
other portions of this contract or otherwise under applicable law. 

 
I-19.   Availability of Funds:  Any and all payments to the Contractor or vendor are dependent upon and subject to the 

availability of funds to the County for the purposes set forth in this agreement.  
 
I-20.   Invoice and Payment: 

A.   Invoicing Instructions. In order to be considered proper invoices, invoices must be submitted as follows: 
1. Contractor must prepare a separate numbered invoice for each order or part of an order. Do not 

consolidate multiple purchase orders on one invoice. Additionally, when partial shipments are 
authorized, use a separate invoice. Do not duplicate an invoice number used for prior billings: 

2.  Invoices must be issued by the company whose name is on the contract/order (unless otherwise 
authorized by Finance Director) and must contain the following minimum information to enable timely 
payment: 

(a) Name of Contractor. 
(b) Invoice Date. This cannot be a date earlier than the ship date required by the contract or 

purchase/deliver order. In the event that the invoice date is a date earlier than the required ship 
date, Pender County retains the right either to return the improper invoice to the Contractor 
for correction or to change the invoice date to be the required ship date. In the event that an 
improper invoice is returned to a Contractor because the date on the invoice is earlier than the 
required ship date or because the invoice is improper for any other reason, the invoice date, 
will be considered to be the date of receipt of the corrected, proper invoice. 

(c) Contract/Order Number. 
(d) Item Description and Quantity Shipped/Delivered. 
(e) Contract/Order Line Item Cost and Total 
(f) Any applicable sales tax 
(g) Shipping and Discount Terms, and special allowance(s) if included in the contract. Special 

allowances must be shown on the invoice using percentage figures only. Do not deduct any of 
these from the item cost or from the invoice total. 

(h) “Ship To” address as shown on order or contract. 
(i)  Freight charges (on FOB origin shipments). 
(j)  Name, title, and phone number of Contractor’s contact person. 
(k) Complete “Remit To” mailing address on the invoice to indicate where Contractor’s payment 

is to be sent. This address must be the same address as on the contract unless otherwise 
communicated from the Accounts Payable office 

3. Correcting invoices and credit memos must be marked as such and must cross-reference the corrected 
invoice. 

B.   Payment. 
1.  A proper invoice is an invoice which contains all of the information/documentation, specified in 

paragraph A. (2) above, and is sent to the address specified in the contract or purchase/delivery order for 
the designated Pender County paying office. Improper invoices may be returned without payment to the 
Contractor. 

  2.  The next payment date for Pender County Contracts is established at 30 days after receipt of a proper  
        invoice.  
  3.  Payment is made: 
   (a) The date a check for payment is dated. 

(b) The date an electronic fund transfer is submitted to the financial institution, regardless of the 
date the financial institution posts the transfer. 

   (c) The date a withholding authorized by the contract is initiated by Pender County. 
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4.  Any questions or inquiries concerning invoice payments should be directed to the Pender County 
Finance Account Payable department designated on the contract or purchase/deliver order. 

   
I-21.   Withholding:  Pender County may withhold payment for amounts due or creditable to Pender County under this 

contract, E.G., returns, damage. 
 

I-22.   Contractor Liability: 
A. Except as set out specifically elsewhere in the contract, Contractor shall be liable for cost to Pender County 

associated with termination for default, rejection of items, and breach of warranty, in addition to reimbursement 
of payment of the purchase price and re-procurement costs. 

B. Contractor will not be liable for damages if the failure to perform arises out of causes beyond the control and 
without the fault or negligence of the Contractor. Such causes may include, but are not restricted to, Acts of God 
or the public enemy, Acts of the Government in its sovereign or contractual capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, 
quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, and unusually severe weather. 

 
I-23.   Termination: 

A. Mutual Termination.  This contract may be terminated at any time upon the mutual agreement of both parties. 
B. Termination for Convenience.  Pender County by written notice may terminate this contract in whole or in part 

when it is in the best interest of the Pender County. To the extent that this contract is for services and is so 
terminated, Pender County shall be liable for payment as set forth in the payment provisions of the contract for 
services rendered prior to the effective date of termination. 

C. Termination for Default.  Pender County by written notice may terminate this contract in whole or in part for 
failure of the Contractor to perform any of the provisions hereof. In such event, the Contractor shall be liable for 
damages including the excess costs of re-procuring similar supplies and services provided that if.  

1. the Contractor was not in default; or  
2. the Contractor’s failure to perform is without his/her or his/her Subcontractor or vendor’s control or 

negligence; then the termination shall be deemed a “Termination for Convenience.” 
D. The rights and remedies of Pender County provided in this clause are in addition to any other rights and remedies 

provided by law or under other clauses of this contract. 
 

I-24.   Request for Monetary or Other Relief:  No request for monetary or other relief by Contractor shall be considered 
unless submitted in writing to the Finance Director within 90 days after termination or termination of performance 
under the contract, whichever comes first. This clause shall not extend any period for filing, which is further limited by 
another clause of the contract. 

 
I-25.   Notification of Debarment or Suspension Status:  The Contractor or Vendor shall provide immediate notice to the 

Finance Director in the event of being suspended, debarred, or declared ineligible by any state of NC or federal 
department or agency, or upon receipt of a notice of proposed debarment from another agency, during the performance 
of this contract. 

 
I-26.  Equal Employment Opportunity:  The contractor will take affirmative action in complying with all Federal and State 

requirements concerning fair employment and employment of people with disabilities and concerning the treatment of 
all employees without regard to discrimination by reason of race, color, religion, sex, national origin or disability. 

 
I-27.   Drug-Free Workplace:  The contractor or vendor agrees to make a good faith effort to establish and maintain a drug-

free workplace in connection with the performance of this contract. Consistent with the size and organization of its 
work force, contractor or vendor may wish to consider taking the following or other appropriate actions in establishing 
a drug-free workplace:  Publicizing a drug-free workplace policy; initiating an employee drug awareness program or 
encouraging participation in existing community programs; informing employees of the general availability of drug 
counseling programs; etc. 

 
I-28.  Accident Prevention, Fire Protection, and Sanitation: If this contract is performed in whole or in part on premises 

owned or under the control of the Pender County Government, the contractor or vendor shall conform to all safety 
regulations and requirements concerning such premises in effect any time during contract performance to prevent 
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accidents. Any violations of safety regulations, unless immediately corrected as directed by the Finance Director, shall 
be grounds for termination of the contract under the “Termination for Default” Clause. 

 
I-29.  Standards:  All manufactured items and/or fabricated assemblies subject to operation under pressure,  operation by 

connection to an electric source, or operation involving a connection to a manufactured, natural, or LP gas source shall 

be constructed and approved in a manner acceptable to the appropriate state inspector which customarily requires the 

label or re-examination listing or identification marking of the appropriate safety standard organization; such as the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers for pressure vessels;  

 The Underwriters Laboratories and/or National Electrical Manufacturers’ Association for electrically operated 

assemblies; or the American Gas Association for gas operated assemblies, where such approvals of listings have been 

established for the type of device offered and furnished.  Further, all items furnished shall meet all requirements of the 

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), and state and federal requirements relating to clean air and water 

pollution.  

All Codes, standards, and specifications such as the National Electrical Code, North Carolina State Building Code, 

ASTM specifications, etc. referred to in the project specification shall be the issue in effect on the date of the invitation 

for bid, request for quote, and/or award. 

I-30.   Force Majeure: Neither party shall be deemed to be in default of its obligations hereunder if and so long as it is 

prevented from performing such obligations by any act of war, hostile foreign action, nuclear explosion, riot, strikes, 

civil insurrection, earthquake, hurricane, tornado, or other catastrophic natural event or act of God. 

I-31.    Federal Funds:  The following federal provisions apply pursuant to 2 C.F.R. § 200.326 and 2 C.F.R. Part 200, 

Appendix II  

          (as may be applicable): 

A. Equal Employment Opportunity (41 C.F.R. Part 60); 

B. Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 3141-3148); 

C. Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. 3145); 

D. Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3701-3708); 

E. Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-76711q.) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act  

(33 U.S.C. 1251-1387); 

F. Debarment and Suspension ( Executive Orders 12549 and 12689); 

G. Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. 1352); 

H. Procurement of Recovered Materials (2 C.F.R. § 200.322); and 

I. Record Retention Requirements (2 C.F.R. § 200.324) 

Further, to the extent any of the provisions of this Section I-31 conflicts with any other provisions of the Contract, the 

provisions of this Section I-31 shall control and take precedence. 

 

______________________________END OF SAMPLE CONTRACT_________________________________ 
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